
Antique sale 849 to be held on 22nd March and 23rd March of 2023

INDEX AND ORDER OF SALE START LOT

22nd of March
Silver, Silver Plated items, Jewellery & Objects of Virtue 1
Sale starts at 10am

22nd of March
European and Oriental Ceramic and Glassware 401
Not before 1.30pm

22nd of March
Metalware, Collectors Items, Ephemera, Carpets, Fabrics, Toys, Curios etc 551
Not before 2.30pm

22nd of March
Oil Painting, Watercolours and Prints 801
Sale starts at 10am

22nd of March
Clocks and Scientific Instruments 850
Not before 10.30am

22nd of March
Rugs and Carpets 885
Not before 11am

22nd of March
Antique and Fine Quality Furniture 931
Not before 11.30am

PUBLIC VIEWING

Friday 17th March 9am - 5pm

Saturday 18th March 9am - 12noon

Monday 20th March 9am - 5.30pm

Tuesday 21st March 9am - 7pm

IMPORTANT NOTICES

PHONE BIDS Limited telephone bidding is available for Antique auctions, please ensure lines are booked by
no later than 5pm Tuesday, prior to the Auction.

BIDDING Prior to bidding you will be required to register for a Paddle Number, two forms of identity with
proof of address and a home telephone number will be required.

COMMISSION Buyers Premium of 20% plus vat (24% inclusive) is payable on the hammer price of every lot.

PAYMENT Payment is welcome by debit card. Payment by cheque is not accepted.

CLEARING Clearing of items is allowed during the auction except furniture and rugs

DELIVERY For delivery of furniture we recommend Libbys Transport 01306 886755 or mobile 07831
799319
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Silver, Silver Plated items, Jewellery & Objects of Virtue

Please note all weights are approximate, watches are sold as seen and may not
be in working order

1 A 9ct yellow gold hollow link bracelet and padlock, 20cm 16 grams £200-250

2 A 9ct signet ring and a 9ct wedding band size L and X, 6.4 grams £60-80

3 Two yellow metal gem set rings sizes M 1/2 and N 1/2, 12.5 grams gross £80-120

4 A white metal 18ct diamond cluster ring 5.3 grams, size N, approx. 1ct £150-180

5 A lady's 9ct yellow gold de Montfort wristwatch, 9 grams gross £180-220

6 A yellow metal free form malachite pendant, 9.8 grams gross, 55mm £50-75

7 A 9ct yellow gold necklace, 40cm, 5.4 grams £60-80

8 An Edwardian yellow metal diamond and pearl set bar brooch, 9 grams, 40mm £150-180

9 A 9ct two colour gold necklace 31 grams, 42cm ( photo centre pages ) £350-450

10 A lady's 9ct yellow gold Churchill quartz wristwatch and bracelet, 16.3 grams gross £130-160

11 A yellow metal brooch in the form of a violin 25mm and an Edwardian brooch set with turquoise and seed
pearls 30mm, gross weight 4.5 grams £50-75

12 A yellow metal 9ct necklace, 64cm, 12.8 grams £140-180

13 A proof sovereign 1979 ( photo centre pages ) £300-350

14 A 9ct yellow gold engine turned locket 36mm, 12.9 grams gross £80-120

15 An Art Deco white metal diamond set cocktail watch 33mm on a silk strap £130-180

This watch is not working

16 A yellow metal Albert 40 cm together with a gold bar brooch gross weight 20 grams £200-250

17 A 3 colour yellow and white metal 9kt bracelet,18cm 9 grams £100-140

18 A 22ct yellow gold wedding band, 5 grams, size G £120-150

19 A yellow metal 14k bracelet, 18cm 10 grams £120-150

20 A 9ct yellow gold bracelet, 18cm 10 grams £120-150

21 A yellow metal 9K flat link necklace 10.9 grams, 50cm £120-150

22 A 9ct yellow gold gentleman's enamelled swivel signet ring, size T, 4 grams £50-75

23 A 9ct 3 colour gold necklace, 39cm, 19 grams £220-260

24 An 18ct yellow gold signet ring size P and a ditto wedding band size J, 8.4 grams £180-220

25 A 22ct gold yellow gold wedding band size J 1/2 3.9 grams and a yellow metal ring, size J, 2 grams £80-100

26 A 9ct yellow gold bracelet 17cm a flat link ditto 18cm and a necklace 40cm 7.2 grams £80-120

27 A 18ct yellow gold necklace, 40cm, 8 grams £180-220

28 A white metal 3 stone diamond ring, approx. 1ct, size P, 3.3 grams £200-250

29 An 18ct yellow gold wedding band size W 1/2, 6.8 grams £160-190

30 A 9ct yellow gold charm bracelet 20cm, 20 grams ( photo centre pages ) £220-260

31 A white metal wedding band size L, 4.3 grams, together with a loose diamond 0.10ct £100-140

32 A white metal stamped Plat. oval emerald and baguette and brilliant cut diamond cluster ring, the emerald
0.95ct, the diamonds 0.35ct, size O 1/2, 3.6 grams £740-780

33 A Victorian yellow metal brooch set with painted porcelain miniature of a hound 4cm £50-75

34 A pair of 9ct yellow gold hoop earrings and minor gold jewellery, 11 grams £120-150

35 A gold 10 franc coin 1899 £80-100
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36 A yellow metal oval tanzanite and diamond cluster ring, the centre stone 0.25ct, the brilliant cut diamonds
1.5ct, 4.2 grams, size M 1/2 £750-800

37 A 9ct yellow gold bracelet 20cm 19 grams £220-260

38 A  pair of 9ct yellow gold cameo ear studs and minor gold jewellery £40-60

39 A yellow metal coral ring size M, 2 other rings, a pendant and brooch £100-150

40 A yellow metal 15ct Victorian style aquamarine and diamond ring, the aquamarine 2.20ct, the brilliant cut
diamonds 0.06ct, size L 1/2, 3.5grams £400-450

41 Three 9ct yellow gold gem set rings, gross weight 8.7 grams, sizes L, P and R £50-75

42 A pair of 9ct yellow gold whorl earrings and minor gold jewellery, 13 grams £150-180

43 A yellow metal diamond cluster ring with brilliant and baguette cut stones, 0.5ct, 2.5 grams, size N 1/2
£380-420

44 A yellow metal signet ring size M, 2 9ct ditto size M, 15 grams £150-200

45 A yellow metal Continental bracelet 22grams 20cm £220-260

46 A yellow metal flat link bracelet 25grams 18cm £250-280

47 A 1957 sovereign contained in a yellow metal mount with a 9ct yellow gold chain, gross weight of mount and
chain 6.5 grams £360-420

48 A pair of yellow metal 18ct diamond ear studs. 2.4 grams £100-150

49 An 18ct white gold Edwardian style diamond cluster ring, approx. 0.5ct, 4.9 grams, size L £450-500

50 Two 9ct yellow gold wedding bands size O and S, 7.8 grams £90-120

51 A yellow metal Albert with unmarked T-Bar and unmarked clasp 37 grams (tested as 9ct) 36cm £380-440

52 A Victorian half sovereign 1892, contained in a yellow metal mount and chain 48cm, 5 grams £200-250

53 A 9ct yellow gold amethyst and seed pearl pendant, a yellow metal ditto bar brooch, 6 grams £80-120

54 An 18ct white gold 7 stone diamond ring, approx. 0.5ct, 3.7 grams, size P, with WGI certificate £540-580

55 A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold onyx signet ring size P 1/2, 5.6 grams £40-60

56 An 18ct yellow gold wedding band size Q 4.5 grams £80-120

57 Two yellow metal 9ct gem set rings, size N and P, 7 grams £50-75

58 A lady's 9ct yellow gold wristwatch and bracelet 18cm, together with 2 pendants and a chain 40cm gross
weight 20 grams £80-120

59 A yellow metal Edwardian style ruby and diamond ring 10 grams, size O 1/2 £650-750

60 A 9ct yellow gold gem set necklace 40cm 4.9grams £60-80

61 A white metal 18ct 3 stone diamond crossover ring size I 1/2, 2.4 grams £50-75

62 A yellow metal seed pearl and amethyst bracelet (1 pearl missing) 9.6 grams, 17cm £80-120

63 A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold engraved signet ring, initialled M, 10 grams, size M £120-150

64 A yellow metal 750 single stone diamond ring, approx. 0.93ct, 2.8 grams, size M, with WGI certificate ( photo
centre pages ) £1000-1400

65 An 18ct gold wedding band size N 5.5 grams £120-150

66 A 9ct yellow gold square link necklace 6.2 grams, 40cm £80-120

67 A 9ct yellow gold flat link bracelet 9.9 grams, 18cm £120-150

68 A 9ct yellow gold Taurus pendant, 2 earrings, a ring and a paste set ring, weighable 7 grams £80-120

69 A 9ct yellow gold tiger's eye ring 9.9 grams, size T £70-90

70 A yellow metal 18k ruby and diamond ring size M, 2.7 grams £100-140

71 A 9ct yellow gold cultured pearl necklace 45cm, 6.7 grams £40-60

72 A lady's 9ct yellow gold vintage Rolex wristwatch on a plated bracelet £180-220

This watch is not working
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73 A 9ct yellow gold flat link necklace 19 grams, 44cm £220-260

74 A lady's steel cased Tudor Oyster Royal wristwatch on an expanding steel bracelet with a Rolex guarantee
dated 1964, contained in a 21mm case £100-150

This watch is not working, the winder does not screw down and the face is discoloured

75 A 9ct yellow gold flat link necklace, 45 cm, 8.8 grams £100-140

76 A yellow metal 3 stone diamond crossover ring approx 0.5ct, 3.5 grams, size M ( photo centre pages )
£300-400

77 A yellow metal cabochon opal ring, size P 1/2, 3 grams £100-150

78 A gentleman's vintage (circa 1970) steel cased Breitling Automatic calendar chronograph wristwatch, the  dial
marked Breitling Navitimer Automatic, reference no. 1806, the black dial with luminous baton markers and 2
silvered dials for 30 minute and 12 hour registers with date aperture and 6 o'clock, the reverse numbered
1448329, contained in a 47mm case on a steel bracelet with deployment clasp ( photo centre pages )
£800-1200

There are multiple scratches to the glass and minor scratches to the bracelet, the second hand is working but
the other dials have not been tested

79 A gentleman's steel cased IWC Schaffhausen Pilot Spitfire chronograph automatic watch with black dial,
having 3 subsidiary dials, day date aperture with centre seconds sweep hand, contained in a 42mm case, the
reverse numbered 5914713 with leather strap and IWC steel clasp ( photo centre pages ) £1000-1400

The seconds hand is working, the 3 subsidiary dials have not been tested

80 A 14ct opal and diamond drop pendant, the 23 brilliant cut diamonds approx. 0.6ct, the pear cut opal 2.25ct,
15mm x 8mm, the pendant 3cm, on a 14ct yellow gold chain 44cm, 5.8 grams ( photo centre pages ) £500-700

81 A Continental 925 standard rams head necklace, 2 pocket watches, minor coins and jewellery £40-60

82 A lady's Edwardian gun metal fob watch, a silver ditto, an amberoid necklace and bracelet, an aide memoire
and a wristwatch £40-60

83 An Edwardian silver plated purse, a National Service medal, minor watches and jewellery £30-50

84 An Edwardian silver plated cased lapel watch 38mm £50-75

85 A paste set blue and white necklace, 3 others and a bangle £30-50

86 A gentleman's steel cased Memostar alarm calendar wristwatch contained in a steel case on a steel expanding
bracelet, contained in original box £50-75

87 A chromium cased Omega stopwatch contained in a 50mm case with original Omega box £60-80

88 An articulated silver fish pendant and chain, minor vintage and other costume jewellery £40-60

89 A three strand simulated pearl necklace and other vintage costume jewellery £40-50

90 A Victorian yellow metal Etruscan style brooch, a novelty propelling pencil in the form of a champagne bottle
and minor jewellery £50-75

91 A lady's Edwardian yellow metal 18k fob watch with engraved monogram, contained in a 40mm case with
original fitted box, gross weight 24 grams £100-140

92 A Victorian silver key wind pocket watch with engraved champagne dial and seconds at 6 o'clock, 50mm, the
movement indistinctly signed, Chester 1883 £80-120

The watch is currently not working

93 A silver medallion in the form of a bust of Napoleon and minor silver jewellery, gross weight 106 grams £60-80

94 A paste ribbon brooch/pendant together with a patent extending chain £30-50

95 A gold plated mechanical pocket watch (a/f), a Smiths chromium cased pocket watch and a commemorative
medallion £30-40
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96 An Edwardian silver bangle and minor silver jewellery etc, weighable silver 80 grams £50-75

97 An Ingersoll chromium cased pocket watch, minor watches and jewellery £30-40

98 A 9ct gold 2 tone swivel seal on a gilt mounted hair Albert £40-60

99 A gilt chain and a quantity of vintage costume jewellery £40-60

100 A Swarovski Crystal pendant and 2 fashion watches £30-40

101 A white metal floral necklace and minor costume jewellery £30-40

102 An Eastern white metal pendant together with 4 bangles £40-50

103 An Edwardian silver plated belt and minor costume jewellery £30-40

104 A silver bangle and minor silver jewellery, weighable silver 111 grams £60-80

105 A Victorian gilt seal, a 14ct Chinese pendant, small gold chain and minor jewellery £40-60

106 A coral bead necklace and minor vintage costume jewellery £30-40

107 A silver bangle and vintage costume jewellery £40-50

108 A quantity of vintage costume jewellery £40-60

109 A bead snake bracelet and minor vintage jewellery £50-70

110 A silver and enamelled brooch and minor vintage jewellery £30-40

111 A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold ring (cut) and minor gold jewellery 11.7 grams £120-150

112 A yellow metal and enamelled bar brooch and a pair of 9ct earrings (pierced) £30-40

113 A pair of 9ct yellow gold whorl earrings and minor gold jewellery, 13.7 grams £150-180

114 Three 9ct yellow gold pendants and a chain 52cm 5.3 grams £60-80

115 An Art Deco gilt pocket watch and minor mounted items £40-50

116 A marcasite Art Deco brooch/2 clips, a silver 1oz ingot and an articulated crocodile pendant £30-40

117 A 9ct yellow gold gate bracelet with padlock 16cm 10 grams £100-120

118 A chrome cased Elgin black faced army issue pocket watch no. G07878 GSTP contained in a 50mm case
£40-60

This watch is not working

119 A set of 6 silver coffee spoons Sheffield 1924, cased, ditto Sheffield 1927 cased, 158 grams and a cased silver
mounted button hook and shoe horn £40-60

120 A small silver capstan inkwell Birmingham 1933 6cm £30-40

The lid is dented

121 A silver engine turned cigarette case together with a miniature silver handled button hook, gross weight 78
grams £40-50

122 A silver 2 handled sugar bowl Sheffield 1927, 198 grams £40-60

123 A 3 piece condiment set with beaded decoration, lion mask and claw feet, Birmingham 1957, 274 grams
£80-120

124 A Georgian design baluster cream jug with pad feet Birmingham 1964, 2 napkin rings, 172 grams £60-80

125 A dome topped silver photograph frame mounted with a cap badge of the Highland Light Infantry 24cm £60-80

126 An Edwardian silver mustard Birmingham 1904, 2 cups, minor cutlery, 228 grams £50-75

127 An Edwardian silver heart shaped trinket dish, Sheffield 1904 together with a silver 5 bar toast rack Chester
1929, 76 grams £40-60

128 A repousse and engraved white metal baluster vase 11cm, a ditto cigarette box 8cm £30-50

129 A pair of silver napkin rings Birmingham 1952, 6 teaspoons and a tea strainer 154 grams £40-60

130 Six silver bean end coffee spoons Birmingham 1936, minor tea and coffee spoons, 366 grams £80-120

131 A rectangular silver cigarette box Birmingham 1957 15cm £30-40

Badly dented
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132 A pair of dwarf silver candlesticks Birmingham 1957, 6cm, together with a Georgian style salt £30-50

133 A pair of silver sauce boats with cut rims and pad feet Sheffield 1928, 206 grams, cased £60-80

134 A Queen Anne style silver pepper London 1929, an oval silver mustard, 202 grams £60-80

135 An Edwardian silver plated 4 piece egg cup set and a 7 bar toast rack £30-40

136 A Victorian silver vesta Birmingham 1899, 6 silver brooches, 3 bracelets and a necklace together with minor
plated wares, weighable silver 98 grams £60-80

137 A cased set of 12 silver coffee spoons Sheffield 1931, 150 grams £50-75

138 A Georgian design Victorian silver helmet shaped cream jug Chester 1898, 142 grams £40-60

139 A silver beaker with engraved decoration London 2002, 11cm, 242 grams, maker Garrards, together with a
pair of plated knife rests £80-120

140 A Georgian style silver cream jug Birmingham 1929 and a silver tapered weighted posy vase 80 grams £40-60

141 An Amman repousse white metal cup and cover with fixed base 13cm, 116 grams £40-50

142 A set of 6 Victorian silver coffee spoons and minor cutlery, 122 grams £30-40

143 An Indian repousse white metal circular pot and cover 11cm £30-40

144 A white metal model of a dowel raised on a wooden base, 15cm £30-40

145 A white metal enamelled miniature baluster vase 3cm, a ditto circular box and cover 3cm, 2 mounted dishes
and a candlestick £40-60

146 An Eastern white metal cup holder decorated with scrolling flowers, minor plated wares £30-40

147 A silver plated 3 piece pedestal tea set and minor plated wares £30-40

148 Eight silver plated cased sets of cutlery £30-40

149 Minor silver plated cutlery £30-40

150 A quantity of silver plated Kings Pattern cutlery for 8 (74) £40-60

151 A quantity of silver plated cutlery and a cased plated cruet £30-40

152 A cased set of silver plated fish eaters and 4 other cased sets £30-40

153 A silver plated pedestal bowl and minor plated wares £30-40

154 A silver plated hors d'oeuvres set and minor plated wares £30-40

155 An oak canteen of silver plated cutlery for 6 and other minor cutlery £30-40

156 A mahogany canteen of dessert eaters for 12 and minor plated wares £40-60

157 A mahogany canteen of silver plated fish eaters for 12, engraved ditto £40-60

158 A cased set of 12 mother of pearl handled butter knives, 3 cased part canteens £30-40

159 A yellow metal diamond set ring in the form of a bear with ruby eyes holding a cabochon cut emerald, 8.7
grams, size N 1/2, diamonds approx. 1.85ct, rubies 0.04ct, emerald 3.25ct £650-750

160 A silver mounted glass sugar shaker Birmingham 1913, 2 bottles, a silver spoon, 3 plated spoons, weighable
silver 56 grams £30-40

161 A set of 6 silver and enamelled coffee spoons Birmingham 1929, 2 bon bon dishes, minor spoons and a
brooch 256 grams £40-60

162 A set of 6 silver bean end coffee spoons Sheffield 1922 together with a plated muffin dish and cover £30-40

163 A Continental repousse silver miniature model of a sofa, raised on cabriole legs decorated with figures 7cm, 50
grams £40-60

The back right hand leg has been repaired but the lot is otherwise in good condition.

164 A set of 6 silver coffee spoons Sheffield 1932, 2 napkin rings 60 grams £30-40

165 A set of 6 Continental silver and blue and white guilloche enamel coffee spoons in a fitted case £50-75

1 is bruised

166 A Victorian repousse tapered posy vase London 1898, 19cm £30-40
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167 A Victorian oval silver ink stand with cut glass silver mounted inkwell, London 1913, 21cm, the base weighs
132 grams £65-85

168 A Victorian silver oval pierced mustard pot with cranberry glass liner, Sheffield 1880, 54 grams £40-60

169 A silver cream jug with lion mask knees, pad feet and S scroll handle, Chester 1911 138 grams, 9cm £65-85

170 A Victorian silver vesta/sovereign case, Chester 1889, gross weight 36 grams £50-75

The push button is missing

171 A Victorian silver sauce boat with pad feet and S scroll handle, London 1897, 268 grams £50-75

172 A silver octagonal sugar shaker of Queen Anne design, 158 grams, 21cm, rubbed marks £40-60

173 An Edwardian silver vesta, Chester 1906, 1 other, 4 napkin rings and a match book holder, 122 grams £40-60

174 A Persian white metal cigarette case and minor plated wares £30-40

175 A yellow metal 14k ruby and diamond ring together with a 3 colour ditto, gross weight 8.9grams £150-180

176 A 9ct yellow gold mounted cameo brooch pendant, ditto bracelet and minor gold jewellery, gross weight 22
grams £250-300

177 A lady's 9ct gold cased Vertex wristwatch, a Record ditto both on gold plated bracelets £30-40

178 A Sterling silver Scottish brooch and minor costume jewellery £50-75

179 A gentleman's vintage gilt cased Tramway watch, 1 other and a watch strap £40-60

180 A Victorian sovereign 1889 contained in a 9ct yellow gold mount, 3 grams £320-360

181 A 22ct yellow gold wedding band 3.7 grams, size R, 2 9ct yellow gold gem set rings, size M, gross weight 4.9
£140-180

182 A 9ct gold yellow gold St Christopher pendant together with a yellow metal mounted amethyst pendant on a gilt
chain 4.6 grams weighable £50-75

183 A 18ct yellow gold sapphire and diamond cluster ring, 3.9 grams, size S £80-120

184 A yellow metal 18ct diamond cluster ring, 1.8 grams, size K 1/2 £40-60

185 A silver charm bracelet and minor costume jewellery £40-60

186 A silver christening mug with repousse acanthus decoration, London 1926, 8.5cm, 112 grams, by the
Goldsmiths and Silversmiths Co., in a fitted shaped box ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

187 A pair of Georgian design cast silver candlesticks and sconces, Sheffield 1968, maker James Dixon and Sons
24cm ( photo centre pages ) £300-500

188 A circular silver table top timepiece on a triangular base with bun feet, Birmingham 1929, 11cm £50-75

This timepiece is not working

189 A pair of George II silver candlesticks with waisted stems London 1749 and 1750, 23cm, 1322 grams ( photo
centre pages ) £500-700

The sconces are not hallmarked

190 A pair of Victorian silver grape scissors London 1897, 104 grams £50-75

191 A Victorian repousse silver whistle, rattle, teether with coral end, rubbed marks, 4cm £60-80

192 A silver pierced tazza decorated with scrolls, flowers and grapes, Sheffield 1928, 28cm, 540 grams ( photo
centre pages ) £180-220

193 A pair of Korean white metal enamelled pots and covers and 2 spoons on a matching tray £150-180

194 A matched canteen of William IV and Victorian fiddle and thread pattern cutlery with armorial, 6 table spoons
London 1847 and 1851, 9 dessert spoons London 1834, 1851 and 1897, 6 dinner forks London 1851, 1854, 9
dessert forks London 1860, 1863 and 1897, a ladle, butter knife, 3 tea spoons, all rubbed marks, 2342 grams (
photo centre pages ) £700-900
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195 An Edwardian novelty silver cigarette case 86 grams £40-60

196 A repousse white metal vase, 2 coin set dishes and a circular box 134 grams £40-60

197 A pair of Art Deco silver 5 bar toast racks with pierced decoration Sheffield 1934, 10cm, 208 grams £80-120

198 A silver pedestal bowl with engraved monogram, London 1968, 9cm, 138 grams £40-60

199 Nine silver rat tail dessert spoons, 492 grams, Sheffield 1926 £140-180

200 Nine silver rat tail dessert forks Sheffield 1926, 446 grams £140-180

201 Nine silver rat tail dinner forks, Sheffield 1926, 686 grams £200-300

202 A pair of silver ashtrays Birmingham 1952, a larger ditto Birmingham 1960, 180 grams £40-60

203 A silver trophy cup London 1930, 1 other and a mug, 240 grams £60-800

204 An 830 standard dessert spoon, ditto ladle, caddy spoon and 2 teaspoons, 182 grams £40-60

205 Four Continental 830 standard dessert spoons with engraved decoration, 162 grams £40-60

206 Six Continental 830 standard cast dessert forks 184 grams £50-75

207 A Continental 830 standard cup and minor items 28 grams £30-40

208 An Edwardian silver photograph frame 18cm, Chester 1906 £30-40

There are numerous dents to this lot

209 A Continental 900 standard guilloche enamelled trinket box, the green ground decorated with a figure of a
seated Buddha 5cm, ditto of a Grand Canal view 5cm £40-60

Both are bruised, the 2nd lid is separated

210 A pair of silver dwarf candlesticks of vase form 6cm, Birmingham 1928 £30-40

211 A 19th Century 15ct yellow gold memoriam ring with enamel and seed pearls (enamel a/f), a 9ct yellow gold
diamond set signet ring and a yellow metal 9ct diamond cluster ring 8.9 grams gross, sizes P, Q and K
£100-150

212 A 9ct yellow gold bracelet 11.9 grams, 21cm £130-160

213 A 9ct yellow gold Albert with T bar and clasp 21cm 14.2 grams £160-200

214 An Edwardian silver vesta Birmingham 1905, 2 silver watch chains, a silver brooch and a white metal whistle,
gross weight 102 grams £40-60

215 A gentleman's gilt cased Rotary calendar wristwatch on a leather strap together with a gentleman's Boris steel
cased 2 colour wristwatch (a/f), both boxed £30-40

216 A silver plated Goliath pocket watch 65mm (not working) together with a stained oak case £40-60

217 A Victorian silver napkin ring Chester 1897 and 5 others £40-60

218 An Edwardian repousse silver condiment set comprising pepper, mustard and 2 salts Birmingham 1908, 178
grams £70-90

219 A silver sauce boat Birmingham 1938, 142 grams £60-80

220 An Art Deco silver coffee pot with ebony mounts Birmingham 1930, 444 grams gross £150-200

221 A silver sugar bowl Sheffield 1926, a pair of sugar nips and a mustard, 178 grams £50-75

222 A silver sauce boat with pad feet and S scroll handle Birmingham 1934, 116 grams £40-60

223 An Edwardian silver tray with Chippendale rim on scroll feet Sheffield 1906, 1660 grams ( photo centre pages )
£400-600

224 A silver plated salver and minor plated wares £40-60

225 A yellow metal 5 stone graduated diamond ring 2.3 grams size P 1/2, approx. 0.8ct £200-300

226 A yellow metal 18ct circular sapphire and diamond cluster ring, the centre stone approx. 0.20ct, 1.9 grams,
size O £120-150

227 A yellow metal 18ct mine cut single stone diamond ring, approx. 0.80ct, 1.7 grams, size K 1/2 £250-300
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228 A yellow metal stamped 18ct, 7 stone diamond cluster ring, approx. 1.5ct, 4.7 grams, size N 1/2 ( photo centre
pages ) £700-900

229 A white metal stamped Plat. single stone diamond ring, approx. 0.30ct, 2.8 grams, size I 1/2 £100-150

230 A mahogany finished canteen containing a set of silver plated cutlery, 89 pieces, together with a plated nut
bowl and swing handled basket £40-60

231 A Victorian yellow metal graduated seed pearl crescent brooch 8cm, 9.3 grams £60-80

232 A yellow metal seed pearl and garnet cluster ring 6.7 grams, size M 1/2 £70-90

233 A 9ct yellow gold padlock and 3 gem set rings, sizes M, P and S, gross weight 7 grams £50-75

234 A quantity of vintage costume jewellery £30-40

235 A gentleman's 18ct yellow gold Omega Automatic Chronometer wristwatch with date aperture, the reverse
numbered 60225276 contained in a 32mm case with original Omega gilt clasp and leather strap ( photo centre
pages ) £600-700

This watch is in working condition

236 A yellow metal 3 stone diamond bar brooch with 3 mine cut stones, approx. 1.2ct, 45mm, 3 grams ( photo
centre pages ) £250-300

237 A yellow metal single stone diamond bar brooch 3.4 grams, 55mm, approx. 0.20ct £100-140

238 A gentleman's gilt cased Gucci wristwatch, quartz movement, boxed £40-60

239 A canteen of Mappin & Webb silver plated cutlery for 8 £50-75

240 A Cross commemorative Concord fountain pen, 2 others and a ballpoint pen, boxed £40-60

241 Two commemorative Concord circular sterling silver photograph frames £30-50

242 A commemorative Concord sterling silver luggage tag together with 2 fobs, boxed £30-50

243 A Victorian gilt metal mounted agate box, 8.5cm (5 of the panels are detached) together with an agate spoon
bowl £30-50

244 A gentleman's Dunhill silver plated engine turned gas cigarette lighter with engraved monogram, boxed £50-75

245 A red cased Parker Maxima fountain pen with 14ct nib, 1 other, 3 ballpoint pens, a ballpoint pen and a
propelling pencil £40-60

246 A First World War pair of medals to BDSMN A.Jackson The Royal Scotts, together with a silver medallion and
a reproduction photograph, framed as one £60-80

247 A limited edition Man's First Landing on The Moon silver commemorative medallion no. 253 of 2500, cased,
Birmingham 1969 71 grams £40-60

248 A pair of First World War medals to Arthur Westover together with a death plaque, framed as one £100-150

249 A World War One trio of medals to SE/5869 Pte.W.G.Sanders A.V.C £60-80

250 A World War One trio of medals to SS/19361 Pte.W.Hughan A.S.C. £60-80

251 A polished First World War death plaque to William Douglas Knowles £50-75

252 A polished First World War death plaque to Richard Douglas Knowles £50-75

253 A United States World War Two campaign and Service Victory medal, a Czechoslovakian military Merit medal
and a Russian Soviet Union Jubilee medal for 70 Years of the Armed Forces £30-50

254 A French military medal and 2 Croix de Guerres £40-60

255 A Territorial Efficient Service medal, minor cap badges, collar pips etc £30-50

256 His Majesty's Minesweepers pamphlet, minor photographs and Second World War ephemera £30-50

257 Fifteen Roman bronze coins £30-50

258 A George III penny 1797 and minor coins £30-40

259 Two Elizabeth I sixpences £60-80

260 A Victorian sixpence 1871 (drilled) and minor silver coinage £30-50
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261 A Henry VI half groat and a Henry VIII half groat £40-60

262 Six various crusader hammered coins, framed £60-80

263 A William III 1696 crown £30-40

This coin has been holed and filled

264 Four 18th and 19th Century commemorative gilt medallions - St Vincent 1797, Aboukir 1798, Copenhagen
1801 and Trafalgar 1805 £30-50

265 A South African 1897 2 1/2 shillings and minor coinage £30-40

267 Two Elizabeth I sixpences £50-75

268 An 1849 groat and minor coins and crowns etc, approx. 192 grams £50-75

269 A Charles I half crown and a Charles I shilling £80-120

270 A quantity of European coinage £30-40

271 A collection of minor UK crowns and coins £30-40

272 Three 1935 crowns and minor commemorative coins and crowns £30-40

273 A Victorian gilt metal mounted tortoiseshell purse £30-40

274 A mahogany finished collectors chest - British Coins of World War II 1939-1945, this collection is made up of
used coinage £100-150

275 A set of 3 replica medals comprising Naval General Service with Malaya, Cyprus and  East Bars, 1953
Coronation medal and Accumulated Campaign Service medal together with miniature, associated
photographs, albums, badges, beret etc £50-75

276 A Victorian walking cane with silver knop handle £30-40

277 A hardwood silver wire work walking cane together with 2 silver mounted walking canes £40-60

278 An ebonised walking cane with silver handle, another £30-40

279 A silver mounted walking cane and 2 others £30-40

280 A cut glass toilet jar with silver lid Birmingham 1919 £30-40

281 Two gilt oval frames containing portrait photographs £30-40

282 An Edwardian silver plated 2 handled tray with vinous decoration 74cm £40-60

283 A Titanium diamond set wedding band, 3 grams, size P £30-40

284 A pair of silver dwarf candlesticks with beaded decoration, Birmingham 1946, 9cm and minor plated wares
£30-40

285 A gentleman's 18ct yellow gold ring, 6.1 grams, size P £120-150

286 A 22ct yellow gold and platinum wedding band 2.7 grams, size I £60-80

287 A collection of modern army tunic buttons mounted, together with a shield shaped plaque Headquarters,
Quartermaster General £30-40

288 Three Victorian cut glass dressing table jars with silver collars London 1856 (some chips and dents and
associated bases) together with a faceted cut glass hairpin bottle with silver collar £40-50
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European and Oriental Ceramic and Glassware

IMPORTANT - All lots are sold as seen. If the Cataloguer sees obvious faults
they will be marked (f), or restoration marked (r) they may be indicated in the
catalogue, HOWEVER, it is the buyers responsibility to personally inspect every
item and to satisfy themselves as to quality, condition and description.

401 A Lalique Nogent pedestal bon bon dish supported by sparrows 14cm, with etched lower case engraving
£100-150

There is a slight fault to the underside of the dish near the stem. The marks have been over etched.

402 An 18th Century Worcester blue and white bulbous jug with scroll handle 12cm £50-75

403 A Royal Doulton blue ground waisted vase decorated with a panel of Spring Flowers by E Percy, having gilt
decoration 22cm £40-60

404 A Royal Crown Derby blue ground baluster vase and cover decorated with flowers (stuck lid), ditto with twin
handles and a panel of flowers 14cm (stuck lid) £30-40

405 A Rococo style modern ceramic clock with enamelled dial 23cm £40-60

406 A modern Moorcroft oviform vase with waisted body, decorated with poppies by Rachael Bishop, impressed
marks 30cm £100-150

407 A pair of Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern paperweights, Purley Queen and Purley King 19cm (no stoppers)
£40-60

408 A mid-Century red studio glass bulbous vase 18cm, a blue ditto 19cm £30-40

409 A Beswick figure of a racehorse no.1564, 28cm, brown gloss £30-40

410 A 19th Century Toby jug in the form of a seated gentleman holding a mug of beer, on an octagonal base 24cm
£30-40

Hat is chipped

412 A 20th Century Thuringian porcelain group of a lady and gentleman, raised on a Rococo base 15cm, a similar
ditto 15cm £30-40

The 1st item has minor chips

413 A Midwinter ceramic figure - Larry The Lamb 19cm, ditto 9cm £30-40

414 A modern Moorcroft shallow dish decorated with stylised flowers, impressed marks 26cm, boxed £40-60

415 A modern Moorcroft vase with stylised flowers 10cm, a black and white ditto 13cm and an enamelled vase
decorated with flowers 9cm £30-40

416 A purple Carnival glass dish decorated with peacocks 21cm £50-75

417 A Clarice Cliff green and pink glazed wall pocket decorated a pixie beneath 2 toadstools no.865, 18cm ( photo
centre pages ) £80-120

418 A Wedgwood heart shaped lustre box decorated with exotic birds Z4819 11cm £30-40

419 A Georgian glass rummer of plain form £30-40

420 Three Royal Worcester plates with blue and gilt borders enclosing roses, decorated by I Lyn 27cm £40-60

421 A 19th Century Worcester style twin handled pot and cover having a blue and gilt ground with panels of flowers
8cm (minor chips to finial), together with a Spode chinoiserie style ink stand 20cm £40-50

422 A Villeroy and Boch Wemyss style jardiniere decorated with cherries 15cm £30-40

Star crack to base

423 A Swarovski figure of a Japanese fighting fish with green fins 9cm, boxed £40-50
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424 A Swarovski figure of a peacock sitting on a trunk 8cm, a ditto of a vase of flowers 5.5cm and a vase of tulips
6cm, all boxed £40-60

425 A Swarovski figure of a standing elephant - Cintas SCS 2013 10cm, boxed £60-80

426 A Swarovski Crystal figure of a polar bear - Siku SCS 2011 10cm, boxed £60-80

427 A Swarovski Crystal figure of a seated harlequin, ditto of a ballet dancer, 5cm, boxed £40-60

428 A Swarovski figure of an eagles head 4cm, 2 ditto flowers in pots and 15 other Swarovski Crystal ornaments
£40-60

429 Two studio ceramic figures of a lady with child inscribed T H Parnass London, 14cm £30-40

430 A Victorian Staffordshire figure of Little Red Riding Hood with a wolf at her feet, raised on an oval base 37cm h
( photo centre pages ) £150-200

431 A Victorian Staffordshire figure of Little Red Riding Hood with a wolf at her feet, raised on an oval base 37cm h
£150-200

432 A Sampson figure of a lady holding a hand mirror with an eagle to her side 17cm, 6 other Continental figures
£40-60

Five figures have been restored

433 A Nymphenburg figure of a seated puppy 17cm £150-200

434 A set of Royal Doulton glassware comprising 4 large wine glasses, 6 small wines, 2 champagne flutes and 2
tumblers together with 2 sets of 4 tumblers, 1 other and 4 mats £50-75

435 A V&A composition figure of Canova's Three Graces 40cm £30-50

436 A Masons Ironstone Mandalay red jug 17cm, a ditto 14cm and another 12cm, 2 ginger jars, 3 vases and a
teapot £50-75

437 A German stoneware jug with mask spout and floral decoration having pewter mounts 36cm £30-50

438 A pair of Roselle baluster vases and covers decorated with flowers 24cm £30-50

439 Four clear glass apothecary bottles 17cm £30-40

440 Three Royal Doulton NSPCC figures - Faith HN3082 no.2929 of 9500, Hope HN3061 no. 4089 of 9500 and
Charity HN3087 no.2002 of 9500 £30-50

441 A pair of Victorian Staffordshire figures of Spaniels with mottled decoration 26cm £30-40

442 A 20th Century German porcelain candelabrum with 3 lights, the base with a seated cherub, applied with
flowers 35cm £40-60

Some minor chips to the petals

443 A Lladro figure of a seated polar bear cub 7cm, ditto group of a girl with family of geese 5503 18cm £30-40

444 A 19th Century Worcester style coffee set comprising coffee pot, 5 coffee cans, 6 saucers, 5 tea cups, 5
saucers and a sugar bowl, the blue ground with gilt decoration and panels of birds, insects and flowers £70-90

Five small saucers a/f, coffee pot a/f, 3 coffee cans a/f, 4 tea cups a/f and 5 large saucers are a/f

445 An Art Deco red flash glass dressing table set comprising tray, atomiser, scent bottle (no stopper), pair of
candlesticks, 2 lidded boxes, a ring stand and a bo and cover £50-75

The tray is chipped

446 A Lladro figure of a young lady 26cm, 3 others (1 a/f) £30-50

447 A pair of Art Deco green glass flower bowls decorated with semi-clad ladies 18cm £40-60

448 A Lladro figure of a dog in a basket 18cm, ditto of a lady 28cm and a reclining boy 15cm £30-50

449 A Clarice Cliff Biarritz Royal Staffordshire salad bowl 24cm and servers together with a Royal Doulton vase
20cm £40-60

450 Three Masons Ironstone Mandalay jugs and a similar Wedgwood 18cm, 15cm, 12cm and 10cm £40-60
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451 A Perthshire millefiori paperweight no.200 of 300 dated 1997 7.5cm, a ditto dated 1987 8cm, another no.218 of
250 dated 1996 6.5cm, another no.114 of 300 dated 1995, all boxed together with 2 smaller ditto 5cm £80-120

452 A pair of Dux figures of semi-clad ladies, raised on circular bases 38cm £40-60

453 A Lladro figure of a lady holding a broom 24cm, ditto with geese 28cm, another 25cm and a similar of a lady
holding a lamb 28cm £40-60

454 A Swarovski Crystal figure group "Wonders of the Sea - Community (coloured)" 19cm x 19cm. £80-100

The highest fish has damage to his dorsal fin. The lot is boxed and is complete with both card and mirrored
back drops, stand and NO certificate.

455 A pair of 19th Century faceted mallet shaped decanters with mushroom stoppers, 25cm £40-50

456 A Troika coffin vase, circa 1975, with stylised motifs decorated by Sue Lowe, in cream and green on a blue
ground, 16.5cm ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

457 A Troika rough textured spice jar decorated motifs, circa 1975 by Simone Kilburn, finished in gloss brown and
blue, 14.5cm £50-75

458 A Troika small wheel vase, circa 1970 by Linda Thomas, with brown and black decoration on a cream ground
12cm £50-75

459 A Troika small textured cube vase, circa 1980 by Jane Fitzgerald, with cream and green decoration on a brown
ground, 8.5cm £50-75

460 A Troika coffin vase, circa 1974, by Teo Bernatowitz, with blue and tan decoration on a green ground, chip to
rim, 16.5cm £60-80

461 A Troika marmalade pot, circa 1970 by Marilyn Pascoe, with oatmeal and charcoal/ dark green abstract circles
with a white glazed interior 9cm £80-100

There is an area on the inside neck where the glaze is thin/missing

462 A Troika style marmalade pot, black glazed with circular panels of blue decoration, printed mark 9cm £30-40

463 A set of 3 Beswick wall swallows 3158, 3157 and 3156 (2 are stuck), 2 Bretby wall ducks (both a/f), 3 Beswick
wall teal 1530/1, 1530/2 and 1530/3 (1 is stuck) together with a Beswick bird plaque of a swallow (stuck) and a
Portuguese butterfly £30-50

465 A 19th Century 28 piece orange and gilt banded tea service comprising teapot (f), sucrier, stand and cover,
cream jug, slop bowl, 2 plates, 8 cups (3 cracked), 3 coffee cups (2 a/f), 10 saucers (2 cracked) £40-60

All have rubbing to the gilding

466 A pair of Mary Gregory style green glass baluster vases decorated with figures 24cm £30-50

467 A Perthshire millefiori paperweight no.83 of 300 dated 1997 7cm, a ditto with multi twist floral canes no.54 of
350 7cm, another with floral canes and flowers no.207 of 300 dated 1993 6cm, another no.47 of 250 dated
1996 7cm, another with multi coloured canes 7.5cm, all boxed, together with 2 smaller ditto 6cm and 5cm
unboxed £80-120

468 A Selkirk Glass millefiori paperweight with flowers no.31 of 100 dated 1995 8cm boxed, a millefiori paperweight
by Peter McDougall 8cm, a Whitefriars style faceted paperweight with millefiori cones 8cm and 5 other
paperweights inc Isle of Wight, Bristol, John Deacons, Heron Glass and a Hippocampus resin paperweight
containing a carnation £60-80

469 A Strathearn millefiori multi cane paperweight 6.5cm and 11 other similar £50-75

471 A Swarovski Crystal figure of a seated Pierrot 4cm, ditto ballerina 4cm, boxed £30-50

472 A Swarovski Crystal Society figure of a tiger, boxed 10cm £50-75

473 Two Swarovski Crystal Society figures of tiger cubs 5cm, boxed £30-50

474 A Swarovski Crystal Society figure of a seated panda holding a bamboo shoot 9cm, ditto of a cub 6cm, boxed
£50-75
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475 A Swarovski Crystal figure of Minnie Mouse 11cm, boxed £40-60

476 A Swarovski Crystal figure of Mickey Mouse 9cm, boxed £40-60

477 A Swarovski Crystal coloured figure of Minnie Mouse 11cm, boxed £50-75

478 A Swarovski Crystal Society figure of Paikea Whale with desk top plinth 2012, 17cm, boxed £60-80

479 A Swarovski Crystal Society figure of a baby elephant 6cm, ditto of a deer 5cm, boxed £40-60

480 A Swarovski Crystal figure "Masquerade Pierrot 1999" 19cm boxed, ditto "Masquerade Dancer Isadora" 20cm
(hand glued), boxed and with certificate £50-75

481 A William Moorcroft commemorative plate Thaxted Guildhall Trustees 1390-1990 20cm £40-60

482 A pair of 18th Century Chinese famille rose plates decorated with a standing lady 23cm £40-60

Both a/f

483 An 18th Century Chinese famille rose bowl decorated with panels of figures at pursuits 26cm together with a
Japanese porcelain circular plaque decorated with figures 30cm £30-50

Both are cracked and stuck, the bowl is chipped

484 A pair of 18th Century Chinese famille verte dishes decorated with figures on pavilion terraces 16cm £40-60

1 dish is stuck

485 A pair of 18th Century Chinese Imari plates decorated with figures before pavilions enclosed in a floral border
22cm, together with a ditto with a landscape view and fishermen 22cm (a/f) £40-60

486 A Chinese plaster figure of a standing warrior 24cm x 5cm x 6cm £40-60

Slight chips to base

487 A pair of 18th Century Chinese rose plates decorated with carp 23cm (1 restored) £40-60

488 An 18th Century Chinese famille rose plate decorated with a lady on a pavilion terrace watching 2 young ladies
23cm (chipped) £40-60

489 An 18th Century Chinese famille rose plate decorated with a gentleman sitting at a desk with an attendant
before him, the border with ochre landscape panels 20cm £50-75

There is a minor chip to the rim

490 Three 18th Century Chinese famille rose octagonal plates decorated with a crab and crayfish amongst peony
22cm £50-75

Two of the plates are chipped

491 A Chinese Tang style figure of a standing horse in brown and green glaze, raised on a rectangular base 23cm
£50-75

The tail is stuck and the base is chipped

492 A pair of Chinese 18th Century famille rose plates decorated with ladies in a garden with a deer, the border
with insects and flowers 23cm £50-75

493 A 19th Century Chinese figure of a seated lady 20cm £50-75

The base is chipped and the figure restored

494 A Kangxi style fluted tea bowl and saucer decorated with panels of figures and flowers, the base with rabbit
mark ( photo centre pages ) £100-200

495 A pair of Chinese polychrome reclining figures of a lady and gentleman, the lady with pierced ears and metal
hoop earrings, the robes decorated with flowers 18cm £80-120

496 A Tang style wall mounting turquoise slip glazed figure of a seated deity 23cm (a/f) £100-150

497 An 18th Century Chinese blue, white and gilt tea cup and saucer, 2 18th Century tea bowls, 2 19th Century tea
bowls, 2 18th Century tea bowls and saucers, 2 Celadon dishes, an 18th Century plate decorated with figures
(restored) and a porcelain scent bottle (all a/f) £40-60
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498 An 18th Century Chinese famille rose export globular teapot and cover decorated with figures in a garden
12cm, together with an 18th Century Chinese export famille rose jug, pot and lid with sparrow beak spout
decorated with figures in a garden 12cm (the rim of the jug is chipped, the lid is chipped) £60-80

499 A 19th Century Chinese hexagonal baluster vase decorated with panels of figures and motifs 17cm £50-75

The rim is chipped

500 A 19th Century Chinese famille rose pot with lion mask handles decorated with figures at pursuits in gardens
15cm (lid is missing) £50-60

501 A pair of 19th Century Chinese blue and white oviform vases and covers decorated with a band of a landscape
with figures, the bodies with flowers and fish amongst seaweed 28cm £60-80

1 lid is chipped and 1 vase is chipped

502 A pair of Chinese 19th Century blue and white oviform vases decorated with figures on a balcony with panels
of birds and bats 26cm £40-60

1 vase is stuck, both lids are a/f

503 A 19th Century Cantonese oviform vase with lion handles and panels of figures 26cm £40-60

504 A 19th Century Cantonese oviform vase with panels of figures on pavilions and panels of birds with lion
handles 24cm £40-60

505 A 19th Century Cantonese oviform vase decorated with panels of figures in pavilion interiors and panels of
birds on a ground of flowers 36cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-200

506 A 19th Century Chinese figure of a seated gentleman 46cm £50-75

There is a crack running through the body

507 A circular Japanese Imari charger with segmented decoration and birds to the centre 30cm, together with a
ditto pair decorated buildings and mountains 8cm (gilding rubbed in places) £30-40

508 A pair of Meiji period Satsuma baluster vases decorated with figures in landscapes and pavilion interiors 9cm,
both signed £40-60

509 A 19th Century Chinese blue glazed baluster vase with character mark to base 22cm £40-60

The lid is stuck and the base is drilled

510 A pair of modern Cantonese style oviform vases decorated with panels of figures having lion handles 62cm
£60-80

511 A pair of Chinese blue and white barrel garden seats decorated with birds, bats and flowers 46cm ( photo
centre pages ) £200-300

512 A 20th Century Chinese jardiniere, the interior decorated carp, the outside with panels of figures 32cm,
complete with hardwood stand £60-80

513 A pair of Imari shield shaped dishes decorated with flowers 26cm £35-45

514 A 19th Century Japanese Imari porcelain bowl with roundel decoration 25cm and a blue and white ditto bowl
decorated mountains, landscape and trees 36cm £40-60

515 A pair of Meiji period Satsuma oviform vases decorated with panels of figures with an entwined dragon to the
neck 15cm £80-120

516 A late 19th Century Chinese blue and white oviform jar and cover decorated with figures on a pavilion terrace
44cm £80-120

517 A 19th Century Cantonese punch bowl the interior decorated with panels of figures and pursuits and panels of
birds amongst flowers, the exterior similarly decorated  37cm ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

518 A 19th Century Imari shallow bowl decorated with flowers 32cm (stuck and restored) £30-50

519 A 19th Century Imari scalloped shallow dish decorated with flowers 40cm £40-60

520 A Japanese charger decorated with landscapes and buildings 40cm and 1 other decorated trees 40cm £40-60
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521 A Chinese crackle glazed vase decorated with dragons converted to electricity (drilled), 40cm £50-75

522 A Japanese carved hardwood Netsuke in the form of a horse with glass eyes, having a reticulated ring to his
back leg, signed 4cm £40-60

523 A Chinese 18th Century style deep Sang de boeuf bowl bearing a 6 character mark 7cm £300-350

524 A Provincial Chinese blue and white oviform vase decorated with flowers 7cm, 2 tea bowls and 3 lids (tea
bowls both a/f) £30-40

525 A William Moorcroft dish the green ground with anenomes, impressed marks and monogram 22cm £40-60
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Metalware, Collectors Items, Ephemera, Carpets,
Fabrics, Toys, Curios etc

551 A Victorian cut glass oil lamp reservoir raised on a polished metal granite column with gilt metal
embellishments, complete with chimney 66cm h x 12cm w x 12cm d £40-60

552 A pair of 19th Century polished steel fire tongs together with a matching shovel and a spiral turned polished
steel poker ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

553 A Victorian ruby glass oil lamp reservoir with red etched glass shade and chimney, raised on a circular brass
foot with socle base 55cm h x 15cm £50-75

554 A bronzed figure of a standing shepherdess with sheep, raised on a square base 62cm h x 26cm w x 26cm d
£50-75

555 A 1930/40's gilt metal light fitting in the form of a cherub in flight 31cm h x 28cm w x 15cm d £50-75

556 A gilt metal and glass 6 light electrolier 50cm h x 50cm w x 50cm d £50-75

557 A Dutch style gilt metal 5 light electrolier 60cm x 67cm £50-75

558 An Art Nouveau gilt metal and glass plafonnier decorated grapes 16cm h x 24cm £50-75

Gilt finial missing to the centre

559 An Edwardian Continental gilt metal and glass 6 light electrolier 65cm h x 74cm diam. £80-120

560 Thorne Raven Corvus, a carved limewood figure "Mithras Slaying the Cosmic Bull", the base marked Thorne
Raven Corvus 26 X1 2006 48cm h x 48cm w x 21cm d ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

561 A pair of Victorian brass War Office issue candlesticks with ejectors, base with broad arrow WD51 17th
Lancers, battle honours Central India at Alma, Sebastopol Balaclava and Inkerman  27cm h x 10cm w  x 10cm
d £40-60

One has loose soldering to the base

562 A bronze figure of a Buddha seated beneath Naga (a 7 headed dragon), raised on an oval base 38cm h x
18cm w x 17cm d ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

563 An Edwardian perpetual calendar contained in an oak case 30cm x 21cm x 8cm £40-60

There is a tear to the frontice piece, the day, date and month move stiffly

564 After Nemon, a bronze head and shoulders portrait of Winston Churchill, 14cm x 12cm x 8cm £40-60

565 A 20 2/3 fluid oz bottle of Dimple Haig whisky together with an 18.75cl bottle of Bells Whisky contained in a
Wade decanter (some liquid loss) £30-40

566 An African carved portrait bust of a lady 40cm x 13cm x 14cm and 2 others £40-60

567 A Russian "deed" box, the interior of the lid with script marked 1914 14cm h x 36cm x 35cm £40-60

The box has been forced in the past

568 A bronze figure of Hotei, standing, 44cm h x 18cm w x 13cm d ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

569 A Continental bronze plaque of a pikeman, standing, 28cm x 10cm £40-60

570 Two pairs of carved wooden bookends decorated Arms of St Leonards School and St Andrew Fife 17cm h
£30-40

571 A 19th Century Japanese bronze jardiniere with floral decoration 23cm h x 28cm diam. £70-90

572 An Edwardian pierced brass oil lamp reservoir wall bracket decorated Pan 23cm h x 35cm w £50-75

573 A cylindrical Thermos with metal outer casing 26cm x 13cm diam., base marked Thermos (1923 Ltd London),
together with a Stanley Ferrostat flask contained in a leather case £40-60

574 A Chinese bronze figure of the Bodhisattva Guanyin holding a vessel with dragon to the base 46cm h x 17cm x
13cm £60-80
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575 A 19th Century Japanese twin handled Koro and cover decorated birds 23cm h x 19cm w x 8cm d £40-60

576 A bronzed figure of a standing lady, on an oval base 25cm h x 10cm x 7cm d and 1 other bronze figure group
of an otter and pups 15cm x 10cm x 10cm £40-60

577 Jones and Willis, a pair of club shaped brass vases 23cm h together with 10 other graduated pairs and 2
others £40-60

578 A Nigerian gilt bronze figure of a standing lady with a bowl, raised on a circular base 36cm h x 9cm diam.
£40-60

579 A Chinese hardstone model of a plant contained in a hexagonal cloisonne enamelled base 48cm h x 21cm d (
photo centre pages ) £100-150

580 A pair of 19th/20th Century painted carved wooden figures of standing Dogs of Fo 22cm x 24cm x 12cm
£50-75

581 Two pairs of pierced gilt metal finger plates with urn and swag decoration 24cm x 7cm together with 5 others
26cm x 7cm £40-60

582 A Walker's "Excelsior" IV patent ships log, boxed £50-75

583 A bronze model of a Tibetan temple bell 33cm x 17cm £50-75

584 The Rex Ratt Official brass bugle Boy Scouts of America together with a copper and brass bugle £30-40

585 Two wooden scratch built models of fairground organs, 2 model steam lorries and 32 various other models
£30-40

586 A 19th Century cast spelter candlestick in the form of a seated lady, raised on a pierced base 26cm x 13cm
£30-50

There is a casting crack to the underside

587 Dunns, a gentleman's lightweight bowler hat, size 7 £30-50

588 A pair of Victorian gilt metal and polished black marble garnitures in the form of  circular temples with head and
shoulders portrait busts of ladies to the centre 24cm h x 11cm diam. £60-80

589 Three carved African portrait busts 23cm x 17cm x 8cm, 23cm x 11cm x 7cm and 20cm h x 7cm w x 10cm d
£40-60

590 Two circular plaques decorated carved flower heads, 21cm £40-60

591 A brown leather Gladstone bag 21cm h x 19cm w x 41cm d £30-50

Requires attention

592 Six Edwardian turned beech and gilt metal coat hangers 38cm x 33cm £30-40

593 A Maasai axe with 27cm metal head and 25cm carved shaft together with a hardwood bow 135cm long
(cracked) and an arrow £30-40

594 David Patrick-Brown, a carved wooden model of a Green Winged Teal, 11cm x 27cm and 1 other Green
Winged Teal 11cm x 27cm together with a Nick Barrett carved and painted model of a Mallard duck 17cm x
30cm w x 11cm d £50-75

595 A bronzed figure of a Rottweiler 14cm x 16cm x 11cm, a bronzed figure of an owl 9cm x 3cm x 4cm, bronzed
figure of a gamekeeper and dog on an oval vase 22cm x 17cm x 11cm (shot gun a/f) £40-60

596 A gilt metal Corinthian column table lamp, raised on a square foot 48cm h x 15cm w x 15cm d £40-60

597 An iron model of a canon raised on a steel carriage 24cm h x 10cm w £60-80

Six holes to the side of the carriage

598 Two Nigerian carved hardwood portraits busts of a lady and gentleman 24cm x 16cm x 8cm together with 1
other portrait bust of a lady 49cm x 21cm x 11cm £40-60

599 A club shaped glass bottle in leather carrying case 34cm x 10cm £40-60

600 A bottle of South African 2005 Klein Constantia Estate Wine Vin de Constance dessert wine, boxed £60-80
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601 Two bottles of 1979 Niederthaler Hof Gau-Weinheimer wine, a bottle of Bretzenheimer Vogelsang 2002, 2
bottles of Albiger Petersburg, 2 bottles of 2002 Bornheimer Adelberg, 2 bottles of 2003 Bor Forras Matraalja
Ausbruch and 3 bottles of Weingut Paulinshof Kestener Paulinsberg £30-40

602 A bottle of 1995 Dom Perignon champagne, boxed ( photo centre pages ) £120-150

603 Two 70cl Bells Wade whisky ceramic decanters - 1993 Christmas Whisky, boxed £30-40

604 A Bells Wade Whisky ceramic decanter to commemorate the Birth of Princess Eugenie 23rd March 1990, ditto
for Queen Elizabeth The Queen Mother 4 August 1990 and 1 other 1991 (some possible evaporation to all
decanters) £40-60

605 Three brass door knockers in the form of foxes masks 15cm x 5cm, together with 1 other in the form of an imp
7cm x 2cm £30-50

606 Two pairs of pierced gilt metal door finger plates 26cm x 7cm and 27cm x 8cm £40-60

607 Am 18th/19th Century bronze gilt metal scribe set incorporating an inkwell 22cm x 2cm £40-60

608 A pair of carved marble paperweights surmounted by Dogs of Fo 9cm x 4cm x 4cm, a carved soapstone figure
of a standing Deity 8cm x 2cm x 2cm and a pierced soap stone figure group of a pyramid of monkeys 11cm x
7cm x 3cm £70-90

609 Six Benin bronze figures of musicians 8cm x 6cm x 5cm £100-150

610 A bronze figure of a seated Buddha on an oval base 15cm x 9cm x 6cm £40-60

611 A Benin bronze head and shoulders portrait bust 15cm x 7cm x 5cm £40-60

612 An African bronze model of a day bed 5cm h x 10cm w x 5cm d, together with an oval bronze plaque with 12
circular segments 10cm x 5cm and a rectangular ditto with 12 segments 2cm x 17cm x 8cm £40-60

613 A Benin bronze figure of a seated gentleman with spear and bowl 15cm x 14cm x 12cm £40-60

614 A Benin bronze figure of a standing lady with child and doll, raised on a circular oval base 21cm x 8cm
together with 1 other of a standing farmer with scythe 21cm x 8cm x 5cm £60-80

615 A pair of Benin bronze figures of seated tribesman with shields 10cm x 15cm x 7cm £60-80

616 Two Benin bronze figures of seated tribesman 13cm x 12cm x 10cm £75-95

617 A 19th Century gilt bronze figure of a boy with sheath of corn, raised on a square wooden base 16cm £30-40

618 A bronze hardstone paperweight in the form of a seated bear, raised on a rectangular hardstone base 8cm h x
8cm w x 5cm £50-75

Scratches to the top of the hardstone

619 Three circular Japanese cloisonne enamelled saucers with floral decoration 10cm diam. £40-60

620 A Verner's Patent military compass no.303080 dated 1915, name scratched to the base  together with a
pocket compass with silvered dial, contained in a leather case 3cm £40-60

621 A Chinese pierced hardwood and gilt painted plaque decorated a mounted warrior with lance 16cm x 12cm x
3cm £40-60

622 A 1950's chrome double sided compact handbag 10cm x 6cm x 3cm together with a Perdio transistor radio in
red leather finished case £30-40

623 Henry Wilkinson, a Royal Artillery Officer's sword, blade marked Henry Wilkinson, R J Ingles Ltd. complete
with scabbard £50-75

The etched blade is rusty, the grip is rusty and there is damage to the shark skin grip, scabbard is also
damaged

624 A 1796 Heavy Cavalry trooper's sword, the 74cm blade with crowned 4, top of blade marked Pate, cut down
for a child, the grip marked F10 D7G (7th Dragoon Guards) £40-60

There is rust to the blade, the grip has had fabric placed on it
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625 Gray of 181 Strand London, a gilt metal 3 draw telescope with leather carrying case £40-60

626 A pair of Second World War Canadian military issue binoculars with broad arrow marked C.G.B 40 MA. 7x50
21588C Rel/Canada 1944, complete with original black leather carrying case R.E.L. Canada £100-150

627 A First World War cross section French training hand grenade 8cm x 5cm and a small brass shell case the
base marked 33 1.17 3cm x 4cm £50-75

628 J H Dallmeyer, a 3 draw telescope with carrying case £40-60

The leather to the 1st draw is worn and there is a dent to 1 of the tubes

629 A Second World War torch with deflector to the front, the back marked Lamp Electric C.C.C and with broad
arrow, a Discofelt gun cleaning set in a wooden box, a grey painted Military Issue box with hinged lid 4cm x
22cm x 15cm d £40-60

630 A MOD Stadler ice axe 90cm x 30cm £40-60

Some rust to the head

631 Two Victorian copper half pint harvest measures 12cm x 9cm (some dents) £30-40

632 A 19th Century turned mahogany alms bag together with a folding book rest 29cm x 45cm x 28cm £40-60

633 A set of brass postage scales on a mahogany base together with 5 weights £40-60

634 A Benin bronze figure of a standing musician on an oval base 21cm together with a seated musician 11cm
£40-60

635 A Benin bronze figure of a standing gentleman with yoke on an oval base 17cm together with 2 others -
standing lady with child 21cm and standing figure 18cm £40-60

636 A Victorian carved conte shell with floral decoration depicting chariot scene with figures, raised on a gilt metal
base 21cm h x 13cm d £40-60

637 A pair of brass letter scales together with 5 weights on a shaped mahogany base 8cm x 19cm x 11cm together
with 5 other brass weights, an oval glass advertising ashtray for Phillips Shoes and Soles 2cm x 15cm x 12cm
£30-50

638 Two Rimfly 3" fly fishing reels with spare spools £30-40

639 A Mitchell 710 automatic fishing reel boxed and an Intrepid Gear fly reel boxed £30-50

640 Two Dragon 120 3/2" fly fishing reels and 2 Shakespeare Super Condex centre pin reels £40-60

641 A Speedia WR products 4" centre pin fishing reel and a black Bakelite Allcocks aerial  4" fishing reel £30-50

642 A 2" aluminium fishing reel boxed, a Mitchell 300A fishing reel and spool and a Nordic no.56 reel boxed £30-50

643 A 1920's Hardy Silex Major 3 1/2" spinning fishing reel £40-60

647 Three metal fishing fly boxes and contents of flies, a wooden fly box and contents of flies together with 5 Fox
fly boxes and flies £40-60

648 A Richard Wheatley fly box containing flies, a plastic fly box with flies and a fishing priest all contained in a
basket ware creel 21cm h x 32cm w x 19cm d £30-50

650 A pair of brass letter scales raised on a shaped mahogany base together with 7 weights 11cm h x 26cm w x
15cm d £40-60

651 A Kink Bee character bottle stopper in the form of Winston Churchill 12cm and 1 other in the form of a
drummer boy £40-60

652 A Shanghai Seagull folding camera no. 4A-20798117 £40-60

653 A.N. Lebegue & Cie, a 19th Century terrestrial globe raised on an iron stand with mask and paw feet, labelled
Globe Terrestre A.N. Lebegue & Cie Editeurs 46 Rue De La Madeleine 46 Bruxelle, the globe is 36cm, 50cm
overall ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

The finial to the top is bent, there is damage to the papers at the top, crack half way round the body
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654 A part Stanley Victorian brass geometry set contained in a mahogany case, 12 various rulers contained in a
Lawes Brothers mahogany box with hinged lid, 5 various slide rules and a 24" gauge £50-75

655 A stock book of Commonwealth mint and mounted stamps George VI to Queen Elizabeth - Ascension,
Australia, British Virgin Islands, New Zealand, Barbados, etc £40-60

656 A green Improved stamp album of used world stamps - GB, Germany, Czechoslovakia, China, Canada, stock
book of GB mint and used stamps Victoria and Elizabeth II, red stock book of used GB stamps Edward VII to
Elizabeth II, a Standard album of World stamps - GB, Korea, Italy, Hungary and a stock book of George VI and
later post marks £40-60

657 Three ring bound albums of GB and Commonwealth stamps (mint and used) and a 1 other of first day covers
£40-60

658 Six scrap albums containing used world stamps - Brazil, Chilli, Belgium, Germany, GB (including penny black
and penny reds), Commonwealth, Philipines, China and France £60-80

659 A blue Standard stamp album of used world stamps including GB, France, German Empire, a green ditto -
British India, Ceylon, Russia, Italy, Holland, German Empire, a red Concord album of mint and used Australian
stamps George V to QEII £40-60

660 Three albums of GB Elizabeth II first day covers £30-50

661 A ring bound album of George V and later Commonwealth stamps - British Honduras, British East Africa,
Australia and 5 other ring bound albums of Commonwealth stamps - Rhodesia, New Zealand, Malawi,
Swaziland, South Africa, Gibraltar, Canada, Victoria to Elizabeth II, together with various unbound pages of
used Commonwealth stamps £40-60

662 29 sets of Elizabeth II GB presentation stamps £30-40

663 Four albums of mint and used world stamps including Belgium, Austria, Spain etc £40-60

664 An album of mint and used GB, Australian and Canadian stamps, a red Nelson album of mint and used world
stamps including GB, a Popular album of used world stamps - France etc and 9 stock books of mint and used
world stamps £40-60

665 A large collection of cigarette cards including Players, Churchmans, Wills etc, mostly contained in Foursquare
cigarette packets £60-80

666 Three albums of black and white and coloured postcards including towns, places of interest and old
caricatures, etc £40-60

667 Sixty, Payers, Wills, Carreras and W Churchman etc cigarette card albums £80-120

668 A large collection of cigarette cards including Foursquare, Players, etc, etc, all contained in vintage cigarette
packets £100-150

669 Thirty five albums of cigarette cards including Ardeath, Wills, Carreras, Churchman, Godfrey Phillips, all
unstuck, 15 Players all stuck in, 4 Wills stuck in, 15 empty Wills albums, 4 empty Senior Service albums
£60-80

670 A red ring bound album of tea and trade cards including W H Wills, Kelloggs, Horniman Tea, Lyons Tea, etc
cigarette cards and 3 blue ring bound albums of trade cards, a Brooke Bond Ideal album, PG Tips etc £30-40

671 A green ring bound album of black and white postcards including 6 1930's race horses, Chinese buildings,
buses (possibly reproduction) together with 2 ring bound albums of coloured postcards £30-50

672 A collection of various cigarette cards, trade cards including Champion, Players, Wills etc contained in a small
shallow box £35-45

673 A quantity of coloured First World War, sentimental, humorous and other postcards £30-50

674 A 19th Century leather bound photograph album containing black and white portrait photographs (leather spine
damaged) £40-60
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675 A collection of cigarette cards including John Player etc together with 6 empty albums £30-50

676 A Britains limited edition Royal Marines The 1955 Tercentenary Celebration no. 000337 of 7000, boxed £40-60

677 A 75cl bottle of 1982 Chateau Lafite-Rothschild Pauillac red wine ( photo centre pages ) £250-350

Top left hand of label is damaged, some discolouration to the label

678 A bottle of 1982 Dom Perignon champagne £100-150

679 A 75cl bottle of 1985 Chateau Lafite-Rothschild Pauillac red wine £250-350

Some discolouration to the label

680 A 1960's bottle of Fernandes VAT 19 rum £30-40

Some damage to the label

681 Two magnum bottles of 1980 Lanson Black label champagne £80-120

Some damage to labels

682 A pair of 19th Century brass candlesticks with ejectors, raised on square feet 7cm h x 8cm (1 has old solder
repair), a pair of 19th Century brass spiral candlesticks 20cm x 10cm, an Eastern engraved brass jardiniere
16cm h and other minor brassware £30-40

683 A Hornby OO gauge R1039 Flying Scotsman electric train set, boxed, a Hornby R8017 Track Pack System,
boxed £40-60

684 A 1950's Georgia Jacob "Athena" handkerchief style table lamp 52cm x 17cm £70-90

This lot is is in excellent condition. There is no obvious damage at all. the lamp could do with a gentle clean. It
is being sold for decorative purposes only.

685 A pair of gilt painted composition fluted table lamps on spreading feet 42cm h x 16cm £40-60

686 A carved wooden Walu (antelope) funeral mask by the Dogon people of Mali 52cm x 20cm x 10cm £30-40

687 An Art Deco style bronze table lamp with glass flame shade, raised on a hexagonal black marble base with a
figure of a standing lady 56cm h x 17cm £50-75

688 A Nigerian carved and pierced wooden plaque in the form of a gazelle 80cm h x 38cm together with 2 carved
wooden figures of rhinos 10cm h £30-50

689 A World War Two Air Ministry Issue type 06 AFT hand bearing compass in original wooden carrying case, the
interior stamped 1939, examined 11th September 1941 £40-60

Contact marks in places

690 An A E Rittershausen Berlin, J.R. Lafleur and Son London rosewood 3 piece flute, cased £200-300

691 A 2 piece rosewood fife and 1 other, boxed £40-60

692 Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles, an original Playmates Bandai carded and unpunched figure of Splinter (5006)
with Woolworths sticker £30-40

Slight warping to card, minor tear to top, crushing to top of bubble

693 Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles, an original Playmates Bandai carded and unpunched figure of Leonardo (5001)
with Woolworths sticker £30-40

Slight warp to card, sides of bubble crushed

694 Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles, an original Playmates Bandai carded and unpunched figure of Donatello (5002)
with Woolworths sticker £30-40

Warping to card and break at top of bubble

695 A Mimic M902 Ocean Liner Terminal set, a ditto Quayside M905, ditto Fleet Anchorage M904, 3 Mimic war
ships - HMS Bulwark, USS Missouri, KM Scharnhorst (part boxed), 3 other Mimic war ships - HMS Vanguard,
M747 Bismarck, M744 Yamoto unboxed, 2 Mimic liners - RMS Queen Mary and RMS Queen Elizabeth(part
boxed) and 1 other SS United States (unboxed) £50-75
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696 A Steiff limited edition Arrow bear no.00959 complete with certificate and boxed £80-120

697 A Steiff limited edition Othello replica 1912 black Titanic bear, complete with certificate and boxed, no.138
£80-100

698 A Steiff limited edition Grace bear complete with certificate and box, no.114 £80-100

699 A 1954 PYE 45rpm record player "The Black Box - Deluxe" in a fitted lacquered Chinoiserie case, complete
with manual and promotional leaflet £100-150

700 A black and white burgee 31cm x 33cm together with a small flag Island of Malta 20cm x 30cm £30-50

701 Two boxes of various valves including Mallard, Mazda, etc, all boxed £50-100

702 A collection of various valves, all unboxed, including Osram, contained in an apple box £50-100

703 A collection of valves including RCA, in a black fruit box £50-100

704 A collection of valves including SCT, contained in a green fruit box £50-100

705 A collection of valves including Brimar, Mullard, Ediswan and others, all boxed, contained in 2 green fruit boxes
£50-100

706 A collection of valves including Radiotran, Mullard, Westinghouse, etc, contained in a black fruit box £50-100

707 A collection of valves including Eveready, GEC, Mullard, Osram, etc, contained in black fruit box £50-100

708 A collection of valves including Cossor, GEC, Brimar, Marconi, etc, all boxed, contained in a wooden crate
£50-100

709 A white and gilt painted fluted column 90cm h x 35cm £40-60

Drilled to the top and to the side

710 Triang, a child's composition and tubular metal push-a-long model lion 60cm h x 48cm w x 25cm d £50-70

Some paint loss to the frame in places

711 A working 1970s Crestworth Galaxy fibre optic table lamp £60-100

Though fully functional this is being sold as a decorative piece only as the cabling does not meet current
standards and is unsafe.

712 A turned hardstone jardiniere 19cm x 20cm raised on a matching column with square base 80cm x 23cm
£60-80

713 A Second World War SA and RB dispatch rider's waxed coat, size 8, dated 1944 £60-80

714 A pair of Art Deco style grey marble finished, wedge shaped, bookends 15cm £30-40

715 M H Whitehouse, a pair of 19th Century gilt metal and mother of pearl opera glasses marked M H Whitehouse,
Sunnybank Halifax £40-60

716 An Edwardian brass adjustable table lamp raised on a circular spreading foot, marked Bestlite, raised on
circular spreading foot 70cm h x 22cm diam. £40-60
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Oil Painting, Watercolours and Prints

Where a picture is preceded by the full name, including forenames of the artist,
the work is in our opinion by that artist. Where the surname and initials only
appear, the work is so signed or attributed to, or in the manner of that artist.
Where a lot is preceded by a double asterisk ** it may be subject to Artist
Resale Rights.

801 Edward Elliott, oil on board signed, lakeside scene with fishing boats and figures, 30cm x 90cm £50-75

802 Louis Block (1879-1909) watercolour signed, still life study of books, label on verso Royal Institute of Painters
and Watercolours, title "Read and Re-Read and Loved and Loved Again Ruskin" 32cm x 49cm ( photo centre
pages ) £1500-2000

803 John Speede (17th century) a map of Herefordshire with coloured vignettes and borders 40cm x 53cm £60-80

804 Ian Hansen (Australian b.1948), oil on canvas "The Investigator" off Wilson's Point" Tasmania 1801 29cm x
39cm, with Geo. Styles Gallery label to reverse £300-400

805 A 19th Century style indistinctly signed pastel portrait of a young lady in a garden terrace with a dog at her feet
52cm x 36cm £60-80

806 After Raphael, oil on canvas, Madonna and child with John The Baptist, circular, 19cm, contained in a good
carved gilt frame with masks and scrolls £100-150

807 William Nicholson (1872-1949), print "The Queen" (Victoria) 24cm x 22cm £50-75

808 A 19th Century oil on board indistinctly signed, cavorting angels, oval, 44cm x 34cm £50-75

809 Victor Falies (1849-1907) oil on canvas signed, Grand Canal Venice 19cm x 29cm £50-80

810 Geoffrey N Smith 1939, chalk study of a young Afro-Caribbean girl signed, 39cm x 29cm £50-75

811 A 19th Century oil on canvas, portrait of a young gentleman, unsigned 74cm x 63cm £100-150

This picture has been relined

812 Henry Franks Waring (19th/20th century) mixed media, atmospheric landscape with distant buildings 34cm x
51cm £80-120

813 Thomas Bush Hardy (1842-1897), watercolour drawing "Mending Nets Brek-Sur-Mer Holland" signed to
bottom right hand corner 31cm x 49cm £200-300

This lot is slightly faded and rather yellowed. There are a couple of areas of foxing but no holes or tears. There
are areas of loss to the frame.

814 B Fletcher, watercolour unsigned, Brussels, Ernest Way 43cm x 29cm £50-75

815 David Hyde (b.1947) oil on canvas unsigned, study of a young boy painting in a country garden, inscribed on
verso 50cm x 44cm £50-75

816 Samuel Milton John Brown (1873-1963), watercolour, study of a 3 masted sailing ship in full sail, signed to
bottom left corner 33cm x 23cm £100-150

817 Nancy Casey, watercolour, study of a thatched cottage with picket fence, signed and dated 1909 to right hand
corner 23cm x 34cm £40-60

818 Watercolours unsigned, 19th Century amusing hunting scenes, 14cm x 19cm £50-75

Repaired

819 David Hockney (born 1937), poster for The Australian National Gallery Canberra, Opened by Her Majesty
Queen Elizabeth II, October 12th 1982, entitled "A Diva" 79cm x 133cm ( photo centre pages ) £400-600
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820 Cecil Rochfort D'oyly-John (1906-1993) oil on canvas signed, label on verso "Cannes" French Riviera 24cm x
34cm ( photo centre pages ) £400-500

There is cracking to the paint and the signature is nearly entirely missing

821 Joan Hickson (1929), an original storyboard from Postman Pat, 41cm h x 33cm w £40-60

822 W D Guthrie (19th/20th century) watercolour signed, still life study of a vase of roses 40cm x 70cm £50-75

823 L Lewis, a pair of watercolours signed, coastal scenes with fishing vessels and figures 22cm x 52cm £50-75

One is loose in its mount and both are faded

824 19th Century watercolour unsigned, maritime study 41cm x 46cm £50-75

This picture is faded

825 20th Century mixed media indistinctly signed, horse racing study 26cm x 43cm £40-60

826 19th Century watercolour unsigned, naive horse racing study 25cm x 35cm £40-60

This picture is foxed

827 A pair of 19th Century oils on board unsigned, maritime studies, 19cm x 28cm £80-120

828 James Matthews, (19th/20th cent) British School watercolours, a pair, "At West Clandon and Near Ripley
Surrey" rural scenes 25cm x 36cm £50-75

829 19th Century Continental circular oil on copper, study of an amorous couple 32cm £50-75

830 Cecil Rochfort D'oyly-John (1906-1993), oil on board signed, southern France townscape with figures,
unframed, 20cm x 33cm £200-300

832 M R A Johns, watercolours signed, woodland view, loch scene and a stream view (3) unframed 10cm x 13cm,
contained in a folio £50-75

833 20th Century watercolour unsigned, study of a countryman before a church 12cm x 16cm £40-60

834 Early 20th Century oil on board unsigned, Continental riverscape with buildings 23cm x 30cm £50-75

835 Victorian oil on canvas, portrait of a elderly lady wearing a lace cap 91cm x 70cm £60-80

The picture has been relined, repaired and restored

836 A designers portfolio from 1936 of Edward R Simmonds (35 Palace Road, Bromley) containing a large
collection of graphic design works (tile and wallpapers designs) and personal sketches £50-70

838 Mary Grierson (20th/21st Century) Botanic study, watercolour, Gloriosa. Cult. Royal Botanic Gardens. Kew.
signed and inscribed in pencil, 51cm x 35cm £100-140

839 John Northcote Nash (1893-1977) woodcut, botanical study, 1 35/65, signed and inscribed in pencil, 50cm x
37cm, unframed £80-100
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Clocks and Scientific Instruments

850 T H Doublet of 4 City Road, London, a 19th Century mercury stick barometer and thermometer in a mahogany
case 96cm h x 12cm x 4cm. The plates are With non-transferable standard ivory exemption declaration
number. With non-transferable standard ivory exemption declaration number 1T1KNA9A £180-220

851 J W A Laker of Newcastle, an 18th Century 8 day striking longcase clock, the 33cm brass dial with phases of
the moon, subsidiary second hand, calendar hand, striking on 8 later gongs, in an inlaid mahogany case with
gilt finials above an inlaid oak and mahogany trunk 238cm h, the back board with notes for oiling, cleaning and
restoration, complete with pendulum, 3 weights and key ( photo centre pages ) £300-500

852 An Edwardian aneroid barometer and thermometer with porcelain dial contained in a carved oak case 78cm h
x 26cm w £40-50

853 A Vienna style regulator with 17cm enamelled dial, Roman numerals contained in a  walnut and ebonised case
117cm h x 30cm w x 16cm d, complete with pendulum and key £60-80

854 Philip Haas and Sons, a 19th Century 8 day striking clock with 13cm enamelled dial, Roman numerals
contained in an inlaid mahogany lancet shaped case 36cm h x 24cm w x 13cm d, complete with pendulum and
key £40-60

The brass bezel to the door is misshapen, contact marks

855 A French bedroom timepiece with 8cm enamelled dial, Arabic numerals, contained in inlaid mahogany case,
the back plate marked C & Co, Made in France, complete with key 16cm h x 21cm w x 8cm d £30-40

Damage to the side of the case and to the enamel by the figure 3, bun feet are missing

856 A carriage clock with enamelled dial Roman numerals, contained in a gilt case complete with key 10cm x 7cm
x 6cm £30-40

The clock is currently not running

857 Astral, a 1930's 8 day yacht/aircraft clock with 7cm silvered dial, Arabic numerals, contained in a brass case
with winding bezel and hands adjustment, raised on a later oak stand £50-75

858 An Empire musical mantel clock striking on 2 bells with silk suspension, in the form of a classical pedestal, the
9cm enamelled dial with Arabic numerals, the base fitted a musical box playing The Blue Danube, with figure
of lady depicting music to the side 37cm x 28cm x 11cm ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

Some chips to the enamel by both winding holes on the dial

859 Bayard for Mappin and Webb, an 8 day bedroom timepiece with 9cm enamelled dial Roman numerals, dial
marked Mappin and Webb, the back plate with hawk and lion mark, contained in an arch shaped inlaid
mahogany case 20cm h x 15cm w x 8cm d £40-60

Clock is currently running, complete with key

860 A 19th Century 8 day carriage timepiece with enamelled dial and Roman numerals, contained in a gilt metal
case 11cm h x 8cm w x 6cm d, complete with leather travelling case £50-75

The clock is currently running, no back door to the clock

861 A 1930's bedroom timepiece with 5cm paper dial, Roman numerals, contained in a chinoiserie style pottery
case in the form of a pagoda, the sides decorated fruits (1 fruit missing) 27cm h £30-40

862 John Fletcher of Barnsley, an 18th Century 8 day striking longcase clock with 31cm silvered dial with Roman
numerals, minute indicator and gilt spandrels to the corners, contained in an oak case complete with pendulum
and key 215cm h x 48cm w x 26cm d ( photo centre pages ) £150-250
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863 T J Brown of High Street Wendover, a 19th Century mercury wheel barometer and thermometer with 20cm
silvered dial, contained in an oak case 91cm h x 27cm w £50-75

864 A 1940's 8 day wall timepiece, the 12cm paper dial with Roman numerals, contained in a silver painted plaster
sunburst case 45cm x 32cm £40-60

865 A Fitzroy barometer contained in an oak Oxford framed case 102cm h x 28cm w x 4cm d £50-75

Paper labels to the back and water marked and torn in places, case with water stains

866 Lardot Boyon, an Art Deco clock garniture comprising a 4 glass French mantel clock with marble surround, the
back plated marked 30942 striking on bell, the rectangular plastic marble effect dial with Arabic numerals the
marble case supported by 2 bronzed figures of pheasants marked I Rochard 38cm h x 47cm w x 12cm d
together with 2 twin handled side urns 28cm x 11cm x 9cm  (no key) £300-400

There are 2 chips to the back section of glazed panelled door and also to the sides. A small section of glass is
missing to the top left hand side of the front glazed panelled door. There are 2 chips to the dial

867 J Marti, a 19th Century French 8 day striking mantel clock with 13cm enamelled dial, Roman numerals, striking
on a bell, contained in a walnut ebonised case complete with pendulum (no key) 26cm x 24cm x 23cm £50-75

Section of veneer missing to back left hand edge and a split to the right hand edge

868 A 19th Century French 8 day carriage timepiece, the 5cm dial with Roman numerals marked Depree and
Young Ltd, contained in a gilt metal case 12cm h x 8cm w x 6cm, complete with key £40-60

Clock is currently running

869 J Martin, a 19th Century French 8 day mantel clock with visible escapement, 10cm dial with Roman numerals,
contained in a mahogany arch shaped case with brass carrying handle and feet 28cm h x 23cm w x 16cm d,
complete with pendulum (no key) £40-60

Clock is currently running, there is a crack to the dial at 10 o'clock, between 10 and 1, some crazing

870 A Victorian 8 day mantel clock with 12cm blue enamelled dial, Roman numerals, striking on bell, the back plate
marked 4380, contained in a carved walnut case 27cm h x 23cm w x 12cm d, complete with pendulum, no key
£40-60

Door to back of case is missing, clock is currently running

871 A pair of 19th Century French 8 day carriage timepieces with 7cm dials, contained in gilt metal cases 13cm h x
9cm w x 7cm d £50-80

Both have cracks to the dial, 1 has keys, neither are working, 1 has a loose back door and is missing an
embellishment to the door

872 A Smiths 8 day car clock, the 8cm dial marked P-217,493, contained in a wooden case 14cm h x 17cm w x
6cm d £30-50

Clock is currently running

873 A reproduction Georgian style chiming longcase clock, the 20cm arched gilt dial with silvered chapter ring,
contained in a walnut case with sliding hood 172cm h x 32cm w x 20cm d, pendulum is missing an attachment
£80-120

874 Thomas A Paris, a 19th Century French 8 day striking mantel clock with silk suspension, the 9cm enamelled
dial marked Thomas A Paris, contained in an ebonised case 25cm h x 18cm w x 5cm d £40-60

Heavily cracked in places and with chip to winding holes, the bevelled glass panel to the front has a large, chip
to the base, pendulum and key are both missing, section of timber missing to the front of the case, ebonising is
rubbed around the base

875 A 19th Century French 8 day carriage timepiece with 5cm dial, contained in a gilt metal case 10cm x 8cm x
6cm £30-50

The clock is not running, there is no key, damage to the glass panel to the top
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876 Jaz, an Art Deco alarm clock, the 8cm silvered dial with Roman numerals marked Jaz, contained in a chrome
and Bakelite case 11cm x 16cm x 4cm £40-60

Clock is currently not running

877 A 19th/20th Century aneroid barometer with 12cm silvered dial, contained in a gilt metal case £30-50

878 Edward Goldsworthy of Exeter, an 18th Century 8 day striking longcase clock, the 31cm arched silvered dial
decorated a sailing ship and fort, with Roman numerals, minute indicator and calendar aperture, contained in a
mahogany case 123cm h x 45cm w x 24cm d, complete with pendulum, key and weights, the interior with
tabard explaining restoration of clock in the late 1970's ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

Sun bleaching to the door

879 A fusee movement wall clock, the 36cm painted dial with Roman numerals, having an 11cm arched brass back
plate £80-120

There is crackling to the paint work, no pendulum, key or case, the brass bezel is currently locked

880 A German 400 day timepiece with 7cm enamelled dial, Arabic numerals, the brass back plated marked Made
in Germany 10750, complete with dome 32cm h x 20cm diam. £40-60

No key, wooden underbase is loose, light chipping to the base of the glass dome

881 James Goodyer of Guildford, an 18th Century 30 hour single handled longcase clock with 30cm brass dial,
silvered chapter ring and bird cage movement, striking on a bell, contained in an oak case, complete with
pendulum and key 200cm h x 44cm w x 24cm d £200-300

882 Robert Mortimer of Dartmouth, an 18th Century 30 hour painted longcase clock dial 28cm x 28cm, a J K L
Morgan of Narberth, an 8 day longcase clock dial 30cm x 31cm with subsidiary second hand, winding hole and
calendar aperture (chip to the dial), Humphreys of Barnard Castle, an 18th Century arch painted 30 hour
longcase clock dial with Arabic numerals and minute indicator (substantial paint loss) 34cm x 48cm £50-75

883 Japy Freres, a French 8 day striking mantel clock with enamelled dial contained in an inlaid mahogany balloon
shaped case, back plated marked Japy Freres 1422 7 7, complete with pendulum and key 31cm h x 18cm w x
12cm d ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

Veneer to the top is blistering

884 J Martine, a French 8 day striking mantel clock with pink porcelain dial, Roman numerals, contained in a gilt
spelter case, the top surmounted by a figure depicting the Arts, back plate marked 389, the case marked
Pillsbury, 30cm x 27cm x 10cm, complete with pendulum and key £80-120

Slight split to the back of the spelter case
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Rugs and Carpets

885 A green, white and orange ground Chobi Kilim rug with all over diamond design 150cm x 100cm £80-100

886 A blue and grey ground Moji Jaldar circular rug with medallions to the centre surrounded by hooked medallions
63cm diam. £30-40

887 A blue, tan and green ground Meshwani runner with all over diamond design 205cm x 63cm £60-80

888 A brown, red and blue ground Belouche prayer rug 137cm x 85cm £80-100

889 A faded green, white and brown ground Chobi Kilim runner with stylised diamonds to the centre 194cm x 59cm
£70-90

890 A brown, black and orange Belouche rug with 3 octagons to the centre 145cm x 88cm £80-100

892 A Turkey green ground and floral patterned carpet with central medallion 343cm x 252cm £40-60

Signs of old moth in places, light staining

893 A black, red and green ground Iranian belouche rug with diamond to the centre 188cm x 91cm £40-60

894 A mushroom ground and floral patterned Chinese runner 240cm x 73cm £40-60

Some staining in places

895 A turquoise white ground hand stitched wool hanging with sequins 153cm x 103cm £40-60

896 A tan, turquoise and green ground Chobi Kilim runner with overall diamond design 240cm x 83cm £100-140

897 A yellow and turquoise ground Chobi Kilim runner with 4 diamonds to the centre 146cm x 68cm £60-80

898 A Karandi fabric embroidered shawl 229cm x 95cm with all over floral design £50-75

899 A white, green and tan ground Chobi Kilim rug 185cm x 123cm £130-160

900 A blue and white ground and floral patterned Kashmiri stitched panel 177cm x 120cm £80-100

901 A white, orange and tan ground Chobi Kilim with all over diamond design 121cm x 80cm £70-90

902 A red, blue and green ground Mashwani runner with 4 diamonds to the centre 241cm x 59cm £100-140

903 A blue, red and green ground, Maimana Kilim runner with overall geometric designs 296cm x 87cm £100-140

904 An Indian yellow and green ground patchwork wall hanging 147cm x 98cm £30-40

905 A white, blue and brown Persian silk rug with mihrab to the centre within a multi row border 153cm x 95cm (
photo centre pages ) £100-150

906 A red and blue ground Persian rug with central medallion within a multi row border 303cm x 212cm £100-150

Fringing has been reduced in places, damp staining to the corner

907 A blue and white ground Chinese carpet decorated dragons 350cm x 243cm £40-60

Heavily stained, stain damaged in places

908 A pair of cream ground and oak leaf patterned Aubusson style rugs 267cm x 186cm £120-150
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Antique and Fine Quality Furniture

931 A 19th Century Georgian style shaped mahogany card table, the baise interior with counter wells and candle
stands the corner, raised on cabriole supports 73cm h x 87cm w x 43cm d ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

Water marks to the top, knuckle joint to the back is damaged

932 An 18th Century oak side table fitted a frieze drawer with brass drop handles, raised on square supports 72cm
h x 76cm w x 36cm d £80-120

The warped top has a split, water marks and ink stain

933 A Victorian octagonal rosewood work table of conical form with hinged lid, raised on tripod base 69cm h x
44cm w x 44cm d £50-75

The top is warped, missing section of beading to 1 of the edges

934 An Ipswich style bleached and carved oak side table fitted 1 long and 2 short drawers, raised on turned and
block supports with H framed stretcher 76cm h x 107cm w x 47cm d £60-90

The top has a slight warp, sun bleached and ring marks

935 A Victorian Chippendale style rosewood side table with blind fretwork decoration, the under tier with pierced
gallery to the back, raised on square tapered supports, spade feet 84cm h x 120cm w x 36cm d £80-120

Light water marks to the top, contact marks throughout

936 A circular Georgian style carved mahogany wine table raised on a pillar and tripod base with egg and claw feet
59cm h x 52cm diam. £40-60

937 A set of 4 Victorian carved mahogany balloon back and serpentine shaped dining chairs with overstuffed seats
upholstered in brown material, raised on cabriole supports 88cm h x 42cm w x 40cm d (seats 28cm x 27cm)
£50-75

Frames are loose

938 A Georgian mahogany estate style bureau, the fall front revealing a well fitted interior above 3 short and 4 long
drawers, raised on bracket feet 93cm h x 133cm w x 64cm d £80-120

The bookcase top is missing, a section of new timber has been let in, small sections of veneer missing in
places, the back right hand bracket foot is missing

939 Brickers, an Art Deco inverted breakfront mahogany bookcase, the centre section fitted adjustable shelves
enclosed by a pair of panelled doors, raised on a platform base 84cm h x 152cm w x 27cm d £60-90

1 keyhole escutcheon is missing

940 Jas Shoolbred & Co, an Edwardian Art Nouveau walnut chest fitted 2 short and 3 long drawers with brass plate
handles 122cm h x 121cm w x 54cm d £80-120

Contact marks in places

941 A 19th Century mahogany inlaid and crossbanded mahogany bow front sideboard fitted 2 long and 2 short
drawers, raised on square tapered supports, spade feet 77cm h x 104cm w x 52cm d £120-150

Sun bleached, contact marks and scratches in places

942 An 18th Century oval drop flap gateleg dining table fitted a drawer, raised on turned supports 69cm h x 90cm w
x 44cm d £50-75

Sun bleached, split to top

943 A Georgian inlaid mahogany corner cabinet with moulded cornice, fitted shelves enclosed by panelled door
68cm h x 47cm w x 44cm d £40-60
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944 A set of 4 19th Century bar back dining chairs with overstuffed seats, raised on turned and reeded supports
81cm h x 48cm w x 44cm d (seats 23cm x 28cm) £50-75

Slight chip to back of 1 of the bar backs, sun bleached, contact marks, upholstery stained in places

945 A 1930's Ipswich style carved oak coffer with linenfold decoration 48cm h x 83cm w  x 40cm d £50-75

Top warped, water and ring marks, section of timber missing to the left hand edge of the lid

946 A Chinese circular carved hardwood jardiniere stand with deep carving to the apron, raised on cabriole
supports 47cm h x 46cm diam. £80-120

Ring marks and stains to the top

947 An Edwardian bleached mahogany chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with replacement brass ring drop
handles, raised on a platform base 82cm h x 115cm w x 53cm d £70-90

Contact marks and light scratching, may formerly have been a dressing chest

948 A 17th Century style carved oak dresser in the Ipswich manner, the back with pierced and moulded cornice
above 3 shelves and central cupboard enclosed by a panelled door, the base fitted a cupboard and 4 drawers
with turned handles, raised on turned and block supports 175cm h x 124cm w x 48cm d £100-150

Ring marks, scratches and contact marks to the top, sun bleached

949 A Victorian mahogany pot cupboard with raised back, fitted a shelf enclosed by a panelled door, raised on a
platform base 78cm h x 39cm w x 34cm d £40-60

Sun bleached, contact marks, small section of veneer missing to the base

950 A nest of 3 Chippendale style rectangular carved mahogany interfitting coffee tables with plate glass tops,
raised on cabriole supports 54cm h x 53cm w x 40cm d £50-75

Light contact marks

951 A 19th Century mahogany demi-lune tea table raised on square supports 73cm h x 84cm w x 41cm d £40-60

Scratches and contact marks to the top

952 An Edwardian bleached walnut chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with brass drop handles, raised on a
platform base 102cm h x 105cm w x 52cm d £75-95

The top is slightly warped, heavily bleached and has water marks

953 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany stick and rail tub back chair with upholstered seat, raised on square tapered
supports, spade feet and cruciform stretcher 79cm h x 56cm w x 46cm d (seat 34cm x 27cm) £40-60

Sun bleached, contact marks

954 A 19th Century mahogany bookcase with moulded and dentil cornice, fitted adjustable shelves enclosed by
astragal glazed panelled doors, raised on a later stand, spade feet, 142cm h x 112cm w x 29cm d £50-75

Top slightly warped and split

955 A 19th Century rosewood twin compartment tea caddy of sarcophagus form with brass escutcheon, raised on
bun feet 10cm h x 21cm w x 12cm d £30-50

Some sun bleaching and water marks in places

956 A Georgian mahogany corner wash stand with raised back and undertier, fitted a drawer, raised on outswept
supports 102cm h x 57cm w x 40cm d £40-60

Split to the top, ring and contact marks

957 A Chinese square carved and pierced hardwood jardiniere stand inset a pink veined marble top 42cm h x
35cm w x 35cm d ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

The marble to the top is split
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958 A Georgian mahogany bow front chest of 4 long drawers, raised on splayed bracket feet 102cm h x 90cm w x
56cm d ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

Top is warped, scratches and contact marks in places, bottom left hand knob is missing front piece, section of
veneer missing to left hand bracket foot

959 A Victorian mahogany pot cupboard with raised back enclosed by a panelled door 74cm h x 39cm w x 31cm d
£50-75

Top is warped, pitted and contact marked

960 A Victorian 3 tier mahogany what-not with square upper section and 3/4 gallery, the 2 lower tiers of serpentine
outline, raised on turned supports 83cm h x 45cm w x 40cm d £75-95

Sun bleached, contact marks

961 A Georgian style oval crossbanded mahogany snap top wine table, raised on a pillar and tripod base 48cm h x
53cm w x 49cm d £40-60

962 An 18th Century style rectangular oak framed stool, the seat upholstered in red material, raised on outswept
turned and block supports with box framed stretcher 42cm h x 55cm w x 35cm d £40-60

Contact marks in places

963 An Edwardian rectangular Chippendale style mahogany occasional table raised on cabriole, ball and claw
supports with X framed stretcher 76cm h x 59cm w x 45cm d £40-60

Contact marks in places

964 A student's Art Nouveau oak bureau with pierced raised back, the fall front revealing a well fitted interior above
a shelf 129cm h x 65cm w x 31cm d £70-90

Contact marks in places

965 A set of 6 19th Century mahogany bar back dining chairs with carved mid rails and upholstered drop in seats,
raised on turned supports 86cm h x 47cm w x 43cm d (seats 22cm x 29cm) £80-120

All frames are loose, 1 has signs of old but treated worm to the base, seats are slightly stained

966 A Georgian style mahogany bookcase, fitted shelves enclosed by astragal glazed panelled doors, raised on
bracket feet 107cm h x 92cm w x 27cm d £40-60

Contact marks in places

967 A Victorian rosewood trinket box, the top inlaid a mother of pearl shield shaped panel and escutcheon 12cm x
30cm x 22cm £30-50

Split to top, contact marks

968 A 19th Century Continental mahogany pedestal chest with crossbanded inlaid mahogany top above 5 drawers
with brass plate drop handles and fluted columns to the sides, raised on bracket feet 110cm h x 72cm w x
56cm d £80-120

969 An Ipswich style carved oak stool/coffer with hinged lid raised on standard end supports 45cm h x 56cm w x
32cm d £40-60

Ring mark to top, top slightly warped

970 A Victorian style hardwood bedside cabinet fitted a drawer above cupboard enclosed by arched panelled door
and with columns to the sides 65cm h x 40cm w x 40cm d £40-60

971 A Victorian rosewood 3 tier what-not of serpentine outline, raised on turned supports 86cm h x 36cm w x 32cm
d £60-80

972 An Edwardian rectangular inlaid mahogany 2 tier flip top card table, raised on outswept supports, the top with
oval inlaid panel 69cm h x 56cm w x 38cm d £40-60

Top is warped, sun bleached and scratched
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973 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany display cabinet with shaped top, fitted shelves enclosed by astragal glazed
panelled doors, the base fitted an undertier, raised on square tapered supports 170cm h x 90cm w x 34cm d
£80-120

Paint splashes in places

974 A Victorian heavily carved oak corner cabinet, the upper section with shaped cornice fitted shelves enclosed
by a panelled door above a recess, the base with undertier and on bun feet 221cm h x 91cm w x 61cm d
£50-75

Contact marks and paint splashes in places

975 A set of 8 20th Century Hepplewhite style mahogany camel back dining chairs with pierced vase shaped slat
backs and seats of serpentine outline, having Prince of Wales decoration, raised on square tapered supports
with H framed stretchers, comprising 2 carvers 98cm h x 52cm w x 45cm d and 6 standard chairs 97cm h x
52cm w x 47cm d £80-120

Contact marks in places, some seats have light staining

976 A Victorian walnut D shaped writing slope with fitted interior and inlaid banding 15cm h x 30cm w x 23cm d
£50-75

Contact marks, light scratches in places

977 A Victorian mahogany towel rail 84cm h x 63cm w x 31cm d £40-50

978 A Victorian oval inlaid bleached mahogany wine table, raised on a carved column and tripod base 69cm h x
63cm x 43cm £40-60

The top is bleached, slightly warped, signs of old but treated worm to the base, 1 of the legs has a gnaw mark

979 A Victorian style circular pierced cast iron and mahogany pub table, decorated figures of Britannia 72cm h x
60cm diam. ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

980 A 19th Century cushion shaped crossbanded, inlaid mahogany trinket box with hinged lid, raised on bun feet
9cm h x 24cm w x 17cm d £40-60

981 A Victorian carved oak oval gateleg dining table, raised on spiral turned supports 71cm h x 91cm w x 41cm
£40-60

Frame is loose, sun bleached, water marks to the top

982 An 18th/19th Century oak chest of 4 long drawers with steel locks and brass swan neck drop handles, raised
on bracket feet 76cm h x 78cm w x 43cm d ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

983 An Edwardian mahogany single cane library chair with red cushion, raised on square tapered supports, brass
caps and casters 90cm h x 60cm w x 59cm d (seat 29cm x 38cm) £50-75

Frame loose, contact marks in places

984 A Georgian style mahogany twin pillar extending dining table with 2 extra leaves 75cm h x 118cm w x 137cm l
x 238cm l when extended £100-150

985 A Victorian rosewood and inlaid mother of pearl trinket box, interior with detachable fitted tray 14cm  x 33cm w
x 24cm d £30-50

Split to the top, sun bleached and warped

986 An Edwardian oval inlaid mahogany 2 tier occasional table raised on cabriole supports 69cm h x 74cm w x
50cm d £40-60

Contact marks in places

987 A 19th/20th Century square mahogany bijouterie table with hinged lid, the base with undertier above 1 long
drawer and X framed stretcher 92cm h x 38cm w x 38cm d (formerly a bedside table) £40-60

Contact and scuffing marks in places, the piece is made up
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988 A 1950's Queen Anne style quarter veneered bow front sideboard with raised back, fitted 3 drawers, flanked by
cupboards enclosed by panelled doors, raised on cabriole supports 99cm h x 154cm w x 53cm d £40-60

Contact marks in places, missing escutcheon to right hand door

989 A 19th Century mahogany drop flap dining table, raised on square tapered supports with brass caps and
casters 75cm h x 116cm x 50cm £30-50

Both flaps are warped, sun bleaching to the leg

990 A 19th Century oak bureau bookcase the later associated top fitted shelves enclosed by astragal glazed doors,
the fall front revealing a fitted interior above 4 long drawers 193cm h x 92cm w x 56cm d £50-75

Section of moulding missing to the left hand edge, split to the side

991 A 19th Century square mahogany enclosed washstand, fitted 3 bowl receptacles above cupboard enclosed by
a panelled door, the base with drawer and X framed undertier, raised on square supports 85cm h x 37cm w x
38cm d £30-40

The top and door are warped, there is split to the door

992 A set of 4 1930's oak stick and rail back dining chairs with upholstered drop in seats, raised on turned and
block supports £40-60

993 A Victorian style circular pedestal raised on a pierced spiral turned column, circular base 91cm h x 23cm diam.
£40-60

994 A hardwood stool with Berlin woolwork seat and armorial decoration to the centre, 30cm h x 56cm w x 43cm d
£40-60

995 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany chest of 2 short and 2 long drawers with replacement brass handles, raised on
square tapered supports 78cm x 99cm w x 48cm d £30-40

Slight impression to the top, contact and scratch marks in places

996 A child's oak rocking crib formed from panels of old 18th Century timber and with zinc liner 65cm h x 61cm x
92cm £1024-75

Split to top, scuffing in places

997 A Victorian style white painted pine pedestal dining table raised on pillar and tripod supports 139cm diam.
£30-40

Top is sun bleached and has contact marks

998 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany cabinet with raised back fitted 2 drawers above a pair of panelled doors 103cm
h x 118cm w x 44cm d £40-60

Contact marks and scratches to the top, front is sun bleached

999 An Edwardian mahogany wedge shaped confectionary or cigar cabinet fitted shelves enclosed by bevelled
plate panelled door 56cm h x 49cm w x 26cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

Tongue to lock missing

1000 A 1920's rectangular bevelled plate dressing table mirror contained in a light oak swing frame 52cm h x 59cm
w x 27cm d £30-50

Two old repairs to the base

1001 A 19th Century Tunbridge Ware style rectangular trinket box with hinged lid, the top inlaid geometric patterns,
raised on turned supports 8cm h x 20cm w x 16cm d £50-75

Veneers bubbling in places

1002 A Victorian carved mahogany bookcase on cabinet, the upper section with moulded cornice, interior fitted
adjustable shelves, base fitted 2 long drawers enclosed by a pair of panelled door, raised on a platform base
220cm h x 121cm w x 43cm d £40-60

Contact marks throughout, escutcheon is missing to the door of the base
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1003 A walnut writing table with green inset writing surface above 1 long and 2 short drawers, raised on cabriole
supports 81cm h x 107cm w 50cm d £30-40

Section of veneer missing to the top left hand edge, some sun bleaching

1004 A Hong Kong carved camphor coffer with hinged lid, raised on bracket feet 56cm h x 101cm w x 47cm d
£40-60

Split to top and ring marks

1005 A Victorian rosewood graduated 4 tier corner what-not, the back with pierced gallery, raised on spiral turned
supports 130cm h x 59cm w x 40cm d ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

1006 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany dressing chest with circular bevelled plate mirror to the back, the base fitted 2
glove drawers above 2 short and 2 long drawers, raised on turned supports 166cm h x 99cm w x 54cm d
£30-40

Split to the top, contact marks in places

1007 An 18th Century oak dresser of small proportions, the raised back with moulded cornice fitted 3 shelves, the
base fitted 3 short and 1 squat drawer with brass pear drop handles, raised on cup and cover supports with
box framed stretcher 173cm h x 51cm w x 43cm d £150-200

The left hand section of moulded cornice is missing, there is a split to the top, sun bleached

1008 A Victorian triple inverted breakfront wardrobe with moulded cornice, the centre section fitted 4 shallow trays
above 2 drawers with brass swan neck handles enclosed by arched plate panelled door, flanked by cupboards
with hanging space above 1 long drawer 220cm h x 205cm w x 74cm d £60-80

The veneer is blistering to the left hand edge of the cornice, small sections of veneer missing to the left hand to
front and back  of the cornice, front escutcheon is missing to the central door, a small section of veneer is
missing below the escutcheon and to the left hand of the base, small section of timber missing to the right
hand back of the main body, old scratch, panel to the right hand door is slightly bowed, the door is slightly
warped, contact marks in places

1009 A 19th Century mahogany drop flap tea table 58cm h x 81cm x 24cm (cut down) £40-60

Sun bleached, contact marks, damage to the rule joint

1010 A 19th Century gilt painted prie-dieu chair with turned and fluted columns to the side, raised on turned and
fluted legs with upholstered seat and back 77cm h x 51cm w x 50cm d (seat 30cm x 38cm) £50-75

Upholstery is stained in places

1011 A 19th Century square Chinese pierced hardwood jardiniere stand with white veined marble top, raised on
outswept supports 50cm h x 47cm w x 47cm d ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

There is a crack to the corner of the marble top and is scratched

1012 An Edwardian oval carved walnut footstool with woven cane panel to the centre raised on turned and fluted
supports 16cm h x 35cm w x 27cm d £30-40

1013 An Art Deco oval bevelled plate dressing table mirror contained in a walnut frame 44cm x 57cm x 20cm £30-40

Silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration

1014 A William IV circular mahogany breakfast table raised on chamfered column and triform base (cut down for use
as a coffee table) 46cm h x 99cm diam. £30-40

Some pitting and scratching to the top

1015 A set of 8 Edwardian Hepplewhite style mahogany slat back dining chairs with pierced slat backs and
upholstered drop in seats, raised on cabriole supports - 2 carvers 99cm h x 51cm w x 46cm d, 6 standard
chairs 95cm h x 45cm w x 43cm d £50-75

Some frames are loose, all have contact marks
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1016 A 19th Century mahogany pedestal Pembroke table fitted a drawer, raised on a turned column and tripod base
ending in brass caps and casters 71cm h x 91cm w x 54cm d £40-60

Pitting and scratches in places

1017 A reproduction Victorian captains revolving office chair upholstered in green buttoned leather, raised on a
turned column and tripod base 86cm h x 61cm w x 56cm d (31cm x 39cm) £100-150

Scuffing to the leather in places

1018 An 18th/19th Century circular yew snap top tea table, raised on a turned column and tripod base 58cm h x
66cm diam. £60-80

Split to the top, old repair to 1 foot, section of timber missing to the base, ring mark to top

1019 An Edwardian mahogany kneehole pedestal desk with red inset writing surface above 1 long and 8 short
drawers with brass swan neck drop handles, raised on bracket feet 80cm h x 137cm w x 62cm d £60-80

There is scuffing to the leather top and throughout, some sun bleaching

1020 A 19th Century rectangular mahogany tea table, base fitted a drawer, raised on square supports 73cm h x
91cm w x 41cm d £50-75

Small section of timber let in to the back

1021 A pair of Chinese carved hardwood bedside chests of 2 drawers, raised on cabriole supports 51cm h x 51cm w
x 45cm d £60-80

One is sun bleached and one has ring marks to the top

1022 A Regency octagonal crossbanded rosewood work table fitted 2 drawers with deep basket raised on square
tapered supports with X framed stretcher 78cm h x 48cm w x 32cm d ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

Top has a slight warp, ring marks, small repair to veneer at the front

1023 An 18th Century mahogany candle box 52cm h x 13cm w x 12cm £60-80

1024 A 16th and later Century Spanish Gothic carved fruitwood coffer with iron hinged lid and shaped iron lock plate
and locking bar. The front panel of carved arcaded tracery in the manner of a Triforium, raised on replacement
sleigh supports 54cm h x 144cm w x 43cm d ( photo centre pages ) £800-1200

The top is slightly warped and is split, signs of old but treated worm throughout. The lid and sleigh supports are
likely replacements, there is a pair hinge stains to the lid inferring it was removed from a later piece.

1025 A French 19th Century walnut dresser with raised mirrored back fitted a shelf and enclosed by bevel panelled
doors above mirrored back recess, having a white and brown veined marble top, the base with 1 short and
long drawers above 4 cupboards, raised on square tapered supports 203cm h x 190cm w x 55cm w £300-500

The silvering to the mirroring to the interior of the cabinet is showing signs of deterioration, sun bleached in
places

1026 A Queen Anne style walnut writing table of serpentine outline fitted a green inset writing surface above 2 long
drawers, raised on cabriole supports 77cm h x 94cm w x 50cm d £50-75

Water marks and sun bleaching to the leather, sections of veneer are missing to the top and to the drawer

1027 A 17th/18th Century oak coffer of panelled construction with hinged lid and brass lock plate 76cm  h x 118cm
w x 51cm d £100-150

There are Splits to the top, there are ring and ink marks, 2 panels to the front are split, part of one of the back
panels is missing

1028 A William IV mahogany chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with ivory escutcheons and turned ebony handles
98cm h x 100cm w x 46cm d With non-transferable standard ivory exemption declaration number U8X3RB2A
£100-150

The top is warped and scratched, sections of veneer are missing to the base of the left hand edge, cock
beading is missing to the top right hand drawer, scuffing to the apron
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1029 A set of 8 19th Century mahogany bar back dining chairs with shaped mid rails and overstuffed seats £80-120

1030 A Victorian rectangular carved oak occasional table with inset mirror panelled top, raised on cabriole supports
and ceramic casters 52cm h x 55cm w x 43cm d £30-40

1031 A Georgian mahogany drop flap dining table raised on turned supports 86cm h x 111cm x 47cm £50-75

There is a split to the top, warped, sun bleached, feet have been reduced in height

1032 A Georgian style circular turned and fluted mahogany 2 tier table centrepiece raised on outswept support 37cm
x 29cm £80-120

1033 A Georgian style shield shaped dressing table mirror contained in a mahogany swing frame, the base of
serpentine outline fitted 2 drawers, raised on bracket feet 60cm h x 44cm w x 17cm d £40-60

Silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration, 1 brass handle to the side is missing

1034 A Victorian mahogany side table fitted a frieze drawer, raised on turned supports 76cm h x 93cm w x 53cm d
£60-80

Split to the top

1035 A 17th Century oak mule chest with hinged lid, the foliate carved frieze inscribed AH 1700, the base fitted 2
drawers raised on stile supports. The drawers featuring an internal  sliding bar locking mechanism (bars not
present)  82cm h x 145cm w x 54cm d £150-200

The replacement? top panel is warped and 2 of the panels to the are split, it has replacement hinges and brass
drop handles to the front, signs of old but treated worm in places including the feet and the top right side panel
which is also missing a small section, the frame and lid and loose, the candle box is damaged, the tongue to
the lock is missing. The key hole has been covered with a nailed wooden plate. The stile supports have been
extended

1036 A set of 4 20th Century elm stick and hoop back dining chairs - 2 carvers 98cm h x 56cm w x 35cm d, 2
standard 91cm h x 40cm w x 40cm d, raised on turned supports with H framed stretcher £50-75

Contact marks to spindles and seats

1037 An Edwardian Chippendale style mahogany display cabinet with blind fret work decoration, raised on cabriole
supports 124cm h x 107cm w x 33cm d £40-60

The top is warped, ring marks in places

1038 An 18th Century light oak oval drop flap dining table raised on club supports 74cm h x 120cm w x 47cm £50-75

Split to the top, damage to the rule joint and ink marks in places

1039 A 19th Century style white painted window seat with over stuffed seat, raised on 6 turned supports 63cm h x
109cm w x 41cm d £80-120

1040 A 18th Century oak mule chest of panelled construction with hinged lid, base with arcaded panel to the front,
base fitted 2 drawers 98cm h x 137cm w x 51cm d £80-120

Top is warped and split, ring and water marks, replacement lock, tongue to the lock is missing, splits to the
panelled front and 2 of the brass swan neck handles are missing

1041 An oak coopered stick stand with brass banding 54cm h x 33cm w x 25cm d £40-60

Some warping and water damage, coopering is late

1042 A shaped plate mirror contained in a carved wood and white painted plaster frame 62cm x 39cm £40-60

Some chips to high points

1043 A Georgian style crossbanded mahogany D end dining table with 1 extra leaf, raised on pillar and tripod base
with paw feet 75cm h x 99cm w x 170cm l x 226cm with extra leaf £80-120

There is a split to the top, contact marks in places
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1044 A Chinese hardwood cabinet, fitted shelves enclosed by a pair of folding panelled doors set floral panelled
tiles, the base with 4 short drawers 80cm h x 151cm w x 58cm d £80-120

Contact marks in places, 6 of the panels are cracked

1045 A Victorian mahogany show frame spoon back nursing chair raised on cabriole supports, upholstered in
mushroom buttoned material, 91cm h x 55cm w x 52cm d (seat 31cm x 26cm) £50-75

Frame is loose, stain to the upholstery

1046 A Victorian Art Nouveau carved oak open arm chair, the shield shaped back and overstuffed seat raised on
square supports 78cm h x 61cm w x 51cm d (seat 27cm x 30cm) £50-75

The frame is loose, the loose cover is worn

1047 A Victorian style mahogany extending dining table raised on turned and fluted supports with 1 extra leaf 76cm
h x 110cm w x 156 cm l x 204cm when extended £50-75

Sun bleached and contact marks

1048 A Biedermeier style mahogany bookcase fitted adjustable shelves, the stepped top fitted a secret drawer with
mirrored back, enclosed by glazed panelled doors, the base with secret drawer and raised on square supports
167cm h x 97cm w x 48cm d £120-160

Section of moulding missing to the top right hand edge, small section of veneer missing to top right hand back,
panel of glass missing to right hand edge

1049 A 19th Century Continental carved walnut show frame dining chair, the seat and back upholstered in pink
material, raised on cabriole supports 93cm x 50cm x 46cm  together with a similar chair 95cm x 49cm x 41cm
£30-40

Both frames are loose

1050 A Victorian inlaid rosewood Davenport with raised back, fitted a pen and 2 inkwell apertures, the base with
later pine drawer, raised on square tapered supports with H framed stretcher 104cm h x 54cm w x 49cm d
£50-75

Inkwells are missing, ring and ink marks in places

1051 An Eastern hardwood sewing box of serpentine outline with hinged lid, interior fitted a tray, raised on cabriole
supports 40cm h x 51cm w x 36cm d £40-60

Contact marks in places

1052 A set of 6 19th Century Hepplewhite style camel back dining chairs with pierced vase shaped slat backs and
upholstered drop in seats, raised on square supports 98cm h x 53cm w x 44cm d (seats 25cm x 27cm) £40-60

Contact marks in places, frames are loose, 2 have bolt repairs to the backs

1053 A Chippendale style mahogany 3 tier hanging wall shelf with pierced panels to the sides, blind fret work
decoration to the drawer 98cm h x 40cm w x 19cm d £40-60

1054 An ottoman formed from the base of an Edwardian wardrobe with upholstered drop in seat, the base fitted a
drawer, raised on ogee bracket feet 42cm h x 135cm w x 52cm d £40-60

1055 The upper section of a Victorian camphor and brass banded military chest fitted 2 short and 1 long drawers
51cm h x 99cm w x 45cm d £150-200

Contact marks in places

1056 A Victorian carved bleached mahogany showframe armchair with bobbin turned decoration, raised on turned
supports, upholstered in pink material 104cm h x 65cm w x 64cm d (seat 27cm x 39cm) £40-60

Frame is loose

1057 A 19th Century pine trunk with hinged lid and iron drop handles, interior fitted a drawer and the base with 2
drawers, brass countersunk handles, 48cm h x 93cm w x 47cm d £50-75

Split to top, contact marks, small section of timber missing to back right hand edge of top
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1058 An Art Deco walnut secretaire chest, the upper section with associated mirror, the base fitted 2 short and 1
long drawers with secretaire drawer above 2 drawers and a fall front, having square Bakelite handles, raised
on cabriole supports 114cm h x 60cm w x 48cm d £50-75

Sun bleached, scratch to side

1059 A Victorian buttoned nursing chair with metal frame, upholstered in mushroom coloured material, raised on
turned supports, ceramic casters 81cm h x 54cm w x 43cm d (seat 20cm x 24cm) £40-60

Frame loose, upholstery stained

1060 A Georgian style mahogany dining suite comprising oval extending dining table raised on outswept supports
with concealed extra leaf 76cm h x 105cm w x 162cm l x 209cm l when extended, together with a set of 6
Chippendale style mahogany dining chairs with pierced vase shaped slat backs and upholstered drop in seats,
raised on square supports  90cm h x 52cm w x 46cm d £60-90

Contact marks in places

1061 A Georgian mahogany secretaire chest on chest with moulded and dentil cornice, the upper section fitted 2
short and 3 long drawers, the base fitted a secretaire drawer above 2 long drawers with original swan neck
drop handles, 200cm h x 112cm w x 53cm d ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

Contact marks in places

1062 A Georgian oval bevelled plate dressing table mirror contained in inlaid mahogany frame, the crossbanded
base fitted 2 long drawers raised on bracket feet 55cm h x 52cm w x 21cm d £40-60

1063 An Edwardian mahogany music cabinet with raised back, fitted shelves enclosed by a glazed panelled door
109cm h x 53cm w x 37cm d £50-75

1064 A Victorian carved oak oval drop flap gateleg tea table raised on turned supports 66cm h x 60cm w x 16cm
£50-75

Ring and water marks

1065 A 19th Century military camphor chest with brass countersunk handles, fitted 2 short and 3 long drawers, in 2
sections, 110cm h x 110cm w x 52cm d ( photo centre pages ) £400-600

The brass handles to the side are missing, section of cock beading missing to left hand drawer, scratches and
split to the top section of the left hand side, section of timber missing to the left and to the right of the back and
also to the top, scuffing to the edges

1066 A 19th Century rectangular inlaid mahogany occasional table fitted a drawer, raised on square supports, H
framed stretcher 72cm h x 61cm w x 43cm d £50-75

Contact marks, light scratches in places

1067 A pair of William IV circular turned mahogany bedpost torcheres raised on stepped square bases 133cm h x
37cm w x 35cm d £80-120

One has damage to the top, sun bleached, water marks in places

1068 A Georgian inlaid mahogany linen press with moulded and dentil cornice, interior fitted 4 trays enclosed by
panelled doors, the base fitted 2 long and 2 short drawers, raised on bracket feet 186cm h x 124cm w x 58cm
d £150-200

Damage to the dentil cornice, the handles have been replaced, damage to cock beading in places

1069 A William IV Victorian inlaid brass and rosewood writing slope, the fitted upper section incorporating an inkwell
(inkwell missing), the fall inlaid a brass seated lion 15cm h x 36cm w x 29cm d ( photo centre pages )
£100-150

Sun bleached
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1070 A pair of Victorian mahogany bookcases on cabinet with moulded cornice, the base fitted a brushing slide
above cupboard enclosed by panelled doors, raised on a platform base 200cm h x 81cm x 28cm £100-150

Both cornices have been cut in order to fit into alcoves, scuffing and water marks in places, sections of veneer
missing to left hand edge of 1 of the cabinets, signs of damp to the right hand edge, one is more faded in
colour

1071 A circular coopered oak pail 28cm x 24cm £50-75

1072 A Georgian inlaid mahogany tea table fitted a frieze drawer, raised on square supports 73cm h x 85cm w x
43cm d £50-75

Water stains to the top, satinwood stringing is lifting, section of timber is missing to top right hand of the drawer

1073 A 19th Century crossbanded inlaid mahogany side table fitted a 1 long and 4 short drawers, raised on square
tapered supports, brass caps and casters 80cm h x 81cm w x 51cm d £70-90

Contact marks in places, the top has 2 holes to the back

1074 A Victorian walnut work box with flip over top, fitted 1 long drawer above deep basket with H framed turned
stretcher, raised on pierced supports 77cm h x 53cm d x 37cm d £60-80

Water marks to the top, some of the inlaid stringing is missing

1075 A Georgian mahogany chest of serpentine outline, gadrooned decoration and canted corners, fitted 4 drawers
with brass swan neck drop handles and lion masks, raised on bracket feet 107cm h x 109cm w x 56cm d (
photo centre pages ) £800-1200

The top is warped, water marks, cock beading missing from drawers in places, section of timber missing to
bottom right hand drawer

1076 A 19th Century inlaid mahogany wardrobe, the upper section with moulded cornice enclosed by panelled
doors, the base fitted a drawer, raised on bracket feet 207cm h x 124cm w x 53cm d £100-150

Section of timber missing to the cornice, inlay in places missing

1077 A harlequin set of 6 Hepplewhite camelback dining chairs comprising 2 pairs and 2 singles 95cm h x 45cm w x
42cm d £40-60

Frames loose

1078 A 19th Century mahogany Pembroke table fitted a drawer, raised on square tapered supports 72cm h x 87cm
w x 48cm d £50-75

The top is slightly warped, ring marks and damage to the rule joint

1079 A Georgian style mahogany bureau of shaped outline and with canted corners, the fall front revealing a well
fitted interior above 4 drawers, raised on ogee bracket feet 94cm h x 69cm w x 44cm d £50-75

The fall front is slightly warped, there is a ring mark to the top

1080 A set of 6 William IV bleached mahogany bar back dining chairs with carved mid rails and upholstered drop in
seats raised on sabre supports 87cm h x 46cm w x 41cm d (seats 27cm x 28cm) £80-120

Frames loose, signs of old but treated worm

1081 A 19th Century inlaid mahogany bedside cabinet with 3/4 gallery, base fitted a drawer above panelled door,
having an X framed undertier 86cm h x 43cm w x 42cm d £40-60

Top is slightly warped, sun bleached in places

1082 A Victorian mahogany open armchair upholstered in pink floral material, raised on spiral turned supports 94cm
h x 65cm w x 70cm d (seat 28cm x 38cm) £50-75

Frame is loose

1083 A 19th Century mahogany demi-lune table, raised on square tapered supports 72cm h x 122cm w x 61cm d
£40-60

There are signs of old but treated worm, ring and contact marks
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1084 A Victorian tub back armchair with metal frame upholstered in pink buttoned material raised on turned and
fluted supports 83cm h x 60cm w x 56cm d (seat 25cm x 32cm) £40-60

Upholstery stained in places

1085 An Edwardian oval inlaid mahogany twin handled tea tray 3cm x 61cm w x 39cm d £30-50

Warped, split to left hand edge, border also warped

1086 A pair of 19th Century mahogany bar back dining chairs with drop in seats, raised on sabre supports 82cm h x
46cm w x 46cm d (seats 25cm x 30cm) £40-60

There are signs of old but treated worm, frames loose, small section of veneer missing to back of 1 chair

1087 A 19th Century Art Nouveau Continental walnut cabinet fitted a brushing slide above 2 long drawers, the base
enclosed by a pair of arched carved panelled doors, raised on a platform base 101cm h x 139cm w x 65cm d
£30-50

Holes to the back where a top would have been, top warped, signs of old but treated worm in places, copper
drop handle to the right hand drawer is missing

1088 A Continental Victorian heavily carved oak corner cabinet, upper section carved serpents having 2 cherubs to
the side, interior fitted adjustable shelves, raised on a base with carved cabriole supports 206cm h x 70cm w x
50cm d £100-150

1089 A 1940/50's Queen Anne style walnut open armchair, the seat and back upholstered in yellow floral material,
raised on cabriole supports 101cm h x 56cm w x 50cm d (seat 32cm x 35cm) £40-60

Frame is loose, slight stain to upholstery

1090 An Edwardian carved walnut show frame open arm chair upholstered in mushroom coloured material, raised
on turned supports 100cm h x 63cm w x 64cm d (seat 29cm x 33cm, caster loose) together with a matching
nursing chair 97cm h x 60cm w x 61cm d (seat 29cm x 38cm) £50-75

Contact marks in places, frames are loose

1091 An 18th Century oval oak drop flap gateleg dining table fitted a frieze drawer, raised on turned supports 70cm
h x 112cm w x 45cm d £40-60

Split to the top, warped, sun bleached and ring marks

1092 A set of 4 William IV mahogany bar back dining chairs with overstuffed seats, raised on turned and fluted
supports 90cm h x 51cm w x 46cm d (seats 24cm x 28cm) £40-60

Frames are loose, 1 has an old repair to the back

1093 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany armchair upholstered in light blue material, raised on square tapered supports
101cm h x 63cm w x 59cm d (seat 26cm x 36cm) £50-75

Sun bleached, contact marks in places

1094 A Victorian woolwork sampler with alphabet and motto "The great enemies to tranquility are vice which poisons
and disturbs the mind with bad passions; superstition which fills it with imaginary terror; idleness which loads it
with tediousness and disgust" by Eleanor Fawcett, aged 12 years, 1882, contained within the top of a walnut
occasional table with plate glass top, raised on square tapered supports 41cm h x 36cm w x 35cm d £50-75

Staining to the centre of the sampler

1095 An inlaid Kingwood quarter veneered bedside cabinet fitted a drawer above double cupboard, raised on
cabriole supports 63cm h x 37cm w x 28cm d £80-120

The top is warped, contact marks, sun bleached

1096 A Victorian nursing chair upholstered in white material, raised on turned ebonised supports 78cm h x 48cm w x
54cm d (seat 21cm x 29cm) £40-60

Requires re-upholstery
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1097 A mid-Century rosewood nest of 3 interfitting coffee tables, raised on square supports 46cm h x 59cm w x
38cm - Cites certificate reference No. 628778/01 £100-150

1098 A 19th Century Dutch inlaid marquetry slat back open arm carver chair with overstuffed seat, raised on square
tapered supports 92cm h x 60cm w x 49cm d (seat 43cm x 36cm) £50-75

Frame loose, signs of timber being let in to the top rail in 2 places, signs of old but treated worm

1099 A Victorian tub back chair upholstered in yellow buttoned material, raised on turned supports 78cm h x 63cm w
x 50cm d (seat 32cm x 37cm) £40-60

The right hand leg is crooked

1100 A Georgian style winged armchair upholstered in green material, raised on cabriole, ball and claw supports
102cm h x 74cm w x 61cm d (seat 30cm x 38cm) £50-75

Frame has movement

1101 A Victorian carved mahogany show frame open armchair upholstered in red and gold buttoned material, raised
on cabriole supports 94cm h x 60cm w x 54cm d (seat 30cm x 33cm), together with an associated later stool
on cabriole supports 18cm h x 45cm w x 36cm d £50-75

Old repair to the back of the right hand arm of the armchair, stool upholstery stained in places

1102 A French quarter veneered inlaid marquetry bedside chest, the top inlaid flowers, fitted 3 drawers, raised on
cabriole supports 73cm h x 38cm w x 31cm d £80-120

Top is warped, sun bleached in places

1103 A 1950's white painted French open arm salon chair with woven cane seat and upholstered cushion, raised on
cabriole supports 75cm h x 61cm w x 49cm d £40-60

1104 Waring and Gillow, an Art Deco mahogany desk with red inset writing surface fitted a brushing slide above 7
drawers, 72cm h x 153cm w x 91cm d £80-120

Contact marks to the writing surface in places

1105 A 19th Century mahogany folding rocking chair with bobbin turned decoration 87cm h x 74cm w x 40cm d
£50-75

Contact marks and pitting in places

1106 A 1950's Chippendale style rectangular plate mirror contained in a walnut frame 89cm h x 47cm £50-75

1107 A Biedermeier style inlaid mahogany show frame sofa upholstered in green material, raised on outswept
supports 95cm h x 179cm w x 66cm d (seat 120cm x 50cm) £100-150

Sections of veneer missing and let in, in various places, upholstery slightly stained

1109 A set of 6 Tudor style carved oak dining chairs with solid seats and backs comprising 2 carvers 116cm h x
54cm w x 54cm d, 4 standard 112cm h x 48cm w x 42cm d, raised on turned and block supports with spiral
turned stretcher £140-180

Frames are loose, sun bleached and contact marks

1110 A Victorian carved rosewood show frame spoon back sofa upholstered in blue buttoned material, raised on
cabriole supports, ceramic casters 87cm h x 155cm w x 72cm d (seat 147cm x 53cm) £80-120

Frame is loose, slight staining to upholstery

1111 A 19th Century mahogany bow front sideboard fitted 1 long and 2 short drawers 82cm h x 103cm w x 54cm d
£80-120

The top is warped, pitting and scratches in places, contact marks

1112 A circular hardwood 3 legged stool, the top carved a heptagram, 28cm h x 31cm diam. £40-60

Contact marks
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1113 Mechie, a Victorian rosewood brass banded travelling vanity box with hinged lid, the interior fitted 2 polished
steel folding boot hooks, shaving brush, circular cut glass perfume bottle, 3 cut glass jars with silver plated lids
6cm x 22cm x 19cm £70-90

There is a split to the top, sun bleached

1114 A Continental carved oak hall/spinning chair the back decorated an eagle, with solid seat, raised on bobbin
turned supports 89cm h x 43cm w x 41cm d £40-60

Split to the back, water marks to the seat

1115 A Queen Anne oyster veneered bible box with hinged lid, raised on a later associated walnut stand with cup
and cover supports, X framed stretcher 85cm h x 66cm w x 51cm d ( photo centre pages ) £400-600

The top has splits and a ring mark, the hinges have been replaced to the interior, small section of veneer
missing to the base

1116 A Victorian mahogany bookcase on cabinet with moulded cornice, fitted adjustable shelves enclosed by glazed
panelled doors, the base fitted 2 secret drawers above double cupboard enclosed by panelled doors 227cm h
x 127cm w x 49cm d £120-150

Scratches in places

1117 A Victorian inlaid rosewood bonheur du jour, the raised back fitted a mirror flanked by shelves, the fall front
revealing drawers and a well, raised on cabriole supports 133cm h x 72cm w x 45cm d £120-150

Ring marks to the top, hinge has replacement screw to the interior, 1 drawer handle missing and section of
veneer missing to interior, section of veneer missing to the top left hand of the leg

1118 A mahogany canteen in the form of a Georgian chest fitted 2 long and 2 short drawers with undertier raised on
square tapered supports 83cm h x 61cm w x 45cm £40-60

Contact marks in places

1119 A late Victorian carved mahogany show frame chair with bobbin turned decoration, seat and back upholstered
in green material, on turned supports 96cm h x 56cm d x 60cm d (seat 30cm x 37cm) £40-60

Frame is loose, tear to the upholstery on the seat
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